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Orientation Guide 

You are about to read the report of the internship I1 did in the Netherlands looking at the economic side 

of harvesting in food forest.  

Trying to put all the experiences in one document resulted in a long and detailed description. I would 

recommend any interested person to go the parts most interesting for you. For this the following 

description helps for orientation 

The first chapter, the introduction is about the frame of the internship. It introduces the company I work 

for (food from the forest), the project background in general and explains my research question with 

regard to my personal interest combined with the interests of food from the forest. 

The second chapter is interesting if you want to understand the theoretical framework of my work. It 

connects the urgency of a sustainable system transformation with agriculture and food forests and 

explains in a subchapter the design thinking process which I used during my research.  

The third chapter explains in detail the methodological background.  

Inside the fourth chapter all the results are in depth represented and structured using design thinking. I 

first understood, then observed, then created ideas and did two mini prototypes. At the end is an outlook 

on how this research can be continued from food from the forest. 

The fifth chapter is a summary of the whole research bringing together all the chapters.  

In the sixth and final chapter I wrote down the main dilemma I came across during my research and 

reflected the whole internship.  

 

Enjoy the journey  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lüneburg, the 10th of August 2022  

 
1 Yes, I use even in a kind of scientific paper the I since I am convinced that there is no such thing as 

objectivity and cannot separate the research I have done here from me. 
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“You understand that it’s not our hobby; this is serious business. And as long as we life within a society in 

which economy is the main thing, we are governed by economic rules and laws, this is extremely 

important.” – FFO 6, Member of the stichting den food bosch board 
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1. Introduction  

Food from the Forest (Voedsel uit het Bos)  

The network platform food from the forest (in dutch = Voedsel uit het Bos) trained in the last six years more 

than 200 people in their annual food forests courses. Their training consists of three main focuses: general 

knowledge about food forests, design knowledge and realizing Knowledge. Next to this education focus 

the platform also puts continuously effort in connecting the existing food forests with each other and 

building up a citizen science based open data source. In this source there are two main factors of a food 

forests monitored: the ecological and the economic side. The goal of the citizen science project is to 

prove that “food forest is a diverse, abundant and resilient ecosystem”.  

Research Question and Design  

For conducting a project purpose and the research question in this internship for me different aspects 

come together. One is my personal background in environmental sciences, so the methods and topics 

I’m already used to2. Another aspect is my personal interest in food forests, especially learning from 

established systems and getting hands-on experiences. And then there is of course the purpose from food 

from the forests.  

My personal research question out of my personal interest is:  

Which research gaps regarding the economy of food forests are interesting, still unanswered, urgent 

and/or of high importance?  

For food from the forest a current area of development is their harvest measurement tool. They use it since 

2019 and have data gained already in 2019 and 2020. From 2021 there’s no data set available yet. 

However, it’s not working as good as expected. The data is not being uploaded. And they want to find 

out why this is happening and how to support food forest owners do to do so. The main research questions 

for this internship is therefore:    

How can we improve the economic harvest measurement tool of food from the forest? 

 
2 e.g. transformation to sustainable food system, soil food web, some species knowledge, bachelor thesis 

about “Initial financing of sustainable food forests”, business psychology and spatial sciences 

“Food From the Forest focuses on spreading knowledge about food forests as a serious alternative to 

conventional agriculture. Food forests offer solutions to the climate and biodiversity crisis, while at the 

same time producing a lot of food and especially healthy food.”  

- https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/over-dit-platform/  

https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/over-dit-platform/
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Definition Food Forest  

Next to the definition from the Green Deal Voedselbossen in collaboration with other stakeholders there 

are a lot more definitions, but for this research we will concentrate on this one.  

Project background 

Finding alternatives for the ongoing unsustainable agriculture, which leads to biodiversity loss, dependent 

on fossil fuels and therefore also speeds up climate change, and causes the degradation of soils is in the 

Netherlands and all over the world is an urgent topic (van der Ploeg 2021).  

With the help of research on food forests we can support the sustainable agro ecological  transformation 

of our food system (Jose 2009). In this work we focus on the economic viability because this is a “weak 

point” of many food forests (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a). Food forests are a food source and provide e.g., 

nuts, fruits, leaves, herbs, mushrooms for human nutrition. Of course, it is also important to take into that 

discussion that food forests are also delivering other ecosystem services next to yield (Wilbois and Schmidt 

2019). For example, food forests produce medicine, the leaves or flowers can be used for dying, but also 

increase biodiversity, carbon sequestration and improve the water management. 

All in all, knowledge about food forests is 

mostly “hands on experiences” from experts 

out of the practice like owners, farmers, and 

designers of these systems (FFO). And these 

practitioners are more interested in creating 

a vital and diverse ecosystem, than an 

economically stable one (Albrecht and Wiek 

2021a). But the economic potential on food 

forests in general is an important topic as it is 

part of the provisioning service of a food 

forest, and it implies transformative and normative knowledge (see appendix one for further explanation 

of these knowledge types).  

As our current system is based on paradigms which are mostly related to a growing economy, which is 

leading to an unsustainable way of life that threatens life on earth (Raworth 2017; Rockström et al. 2009) 

there is a need for monitoring the harvest, yield and at the end the cash flow of these systems. After 

Albrecht and Wiek to harness the food production potential of food forests and contribute to wider food 

In this research two main stakeholder groups are 

defined:  

1. “Food Forest Owners” (FFO) 

these summarize every owner, farmer, designer who 

has a high practical expertise  

2. “Other Experts” (OE)  

these summarizes every designer, consulting or 

researching person who has a high theoretical 

expertise 

“A food forest is a human-designed productive ecosystem along the lines of a natural forest, with a high 

diversity of perennial and/or woody species, whose parts (fruIt’s, seeds, leaves, stems, etc.) serve as food 

for humans. With presence of: 

• a crown layer of taller trees 

• at least 3 of the other niches or vegetation layers of lower trees respectively, shrubs, herbs, 

ground covers, underground crops and climbing plants 

• a rich forest floor life 

A food forest has a robust size, i.e., an area of at least 0.5 hectares in an ecologically rich environment; 

in a severely impoverished environment, a minimum area of up to 20 hectares is required. 

- (Cieremans et al. 2020)Translated with DeepL 
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system change, specific training and research on the economic side of food forests should be offered 

and conducted more broadly (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a). It is important to improve our knowledge on 

how the plants yield evolution from the initial yield to the mature yield in the different layers of a food 

forest for earlier research on economic viability of food forests (Yann Boulestreau and FFO 1).  

Challenges of food from the forest 

At this moment in time argumentation for the economic potential of food forests is based on individual 

anecdotic stories. More fundamental research focuses on modeling the potential based on best 

practices that generate data with the food forest practices is needed. Two programs (national monitoring 

program for food forests (NMVB)  and the already mentioned economic test from food from the forest 

share the goal of monitoring food forests. NMVB started funded with a small sample (around 25 food 

forests) and had strict requirements from their founders. Now the project is looking for structural funding 

to be able to continue. At least for now another year is covered. Food from the Forest (which hired me) 

have a higher sample (around 250 food forest have created an account on their website) and do not 

exert any requirements on the FFO for the providing or collecting of data.  

The current problem is that the yield measurement of food forest in existing food forest monitoring tools is 

in some cases not or partly executed. There is a need for a better method of capturing yield / economic 

data. Starting with getting an overview on different measurement methods and understanding what 

hinders the FFO to measure their yields and to put their data in the tool. This internship is about advising 

on improving this citizen science-based tool3. From there on the tool should be further developed and 

over social media the knowledge should be shared.    

2. Theoretical frameworks 

This chapter explains the theoretical frame of this research from the broad, global and systemic 

theoretical frame (multi-level perspective on socio-technical changes (3.1.) and leverage points for 

sustainability transformation (3.2.) over the knowledge and contributions from and inside nature (3.3.). This 

chapter closes with the practical application of that knowledge in this research and explains shortly 

Design Thinking as the frame (3.4.).  

This chapter opens the systemic perspective on the research topic. It is important to keep in mind to have 

a holistic and sustainability transformation related view during the research process as supporting a 

sustainable transformation is the general goal. Even if the frame is the economic side of food forests, the 

food system transformation in general and food forests as a holistic topic should not be overseen.  

 
3 for more information about citizen sciences and It’s relation to research about food forest and their 

ecosystem services/natures contribution to people see appendix two 

Transformation= 

Large-scale societal change processes involving social-ecological interactions; Outcome focus on 

creating safe and just operating spaces to avoid undesirable system change. 

Transition=  

Focus on complex adaptive systems; System change is contested and be desirable and undesirable, 

Outcome focuses on shift from unsustainable to sustainable system state.  

- Based on (Hölscher et al. 2018) 

https://www.greendealvoedselbossen.nl/nationaal-monitoringsprogramma-voedselbossen-nmvb/
https://www.greendealvoedselbossen.nl/nationaal-monitoringsprogramma-voedselbossen-nmvb/
https://voedseluithetbos.nl/
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The leverage points perspective helps to understand, the potential of the research topic. It can be 

categorized as part of the “Re-Thinking” (Abson et al. 2017), which means this research has the potential 

to contribute to deep leverage points. This means bringing this research into practice will possibly be 

hard, but it has at the same time a potentially high effect on the systems transformation.  

The ecosystem services framework is important as the yield is only one thing to “harvest” from food forests. 

As mentioned in chapter one food forests provide many more kinds of harvest to people. To put this in 

relation with the types of knowledge needed for systemic transformation is the base for argumentation for 

more financial support in research on these topics.  

Design thinking is a modern approach to develop in economic sectors new things. For the development 

of a new harvesting approach and to develop the harvest measurement and monitoring of food forest in 

general it is applicable and has been used.  

2.1. Transition and strategic niche management 

In Chapter one the urgency of a sustainable transformation has been described. Following this a multi-

level perspective on transition can help to understand the underlying framework. The levels are:  

1. (Technological) Niches 

2. (Socio-technical) Regimes 

3. Landscapes  

The niches are the level in which my research takes place. Niche itself can be understood in several ways 

(Raven et al. 2010). In this case it’s seen as the emerging food forests in the Netherlands, which are 

(potentially) part of the food from the forest network. They all have in common that they are not part of 

the regime yet. This term can also be understood in several ways (Raven et al.2010). In this case I refer to 

the regime as the conventional and organic ways of producing. The landscape is “a metaphor for the 

background setting and background developments for regimes and niches” (Raven et al. 2010 p. 7).  In 

our case possible examples for the political and policy decisions on food production, the landscapes, are 

the nitrogen crisis in the Netherlands caused by the large amount of dairy farms (Pascoe 2022) and the 

war in the Ukraine which is influencing our food prices (Bankova et al. 2022). Whereas the differentiation 

between landscape and regime is quite difficult. The main difference is that landscape shifts cannot be 

influenced by individual actors and often are slower developments.  

A nice example for our case is the change in the land use right in favor of food forests. This regime shift is 

supporting the development of food forests which may change the landscape in the long-term, but we 

don’t know yet.  

https://greendealvoedselbossen.nl/
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Figure 1 Draft on the underlying goal of the research based on “A dynamic multi-level perspective on TT” 

(Raven et al. 2010) 

Hence an underlying goal of my research is to support the niche “food forests” and through that a regime 

transition (which refers to the conventional agriculture and farming techniques) to cause a landscape 

transformation regarding food production.  

2.2. Leverage Points for sustainability transformation 

Which ways are the most effective ones to support the niches? The leverage points model from Donella 

Meadows (Meadows 1999) and based on that Abson et al (2017) have answered this question regarding 

sustainability transformation in general and also above the other layers.  

In general, there are twelve leverage points identified by Meadows (1999) which can be categorized in 

four system categories (parameters/material, feedbacks, design and intent). They differ in their 

effectiveness and the six more effective leverage points are the deep leverage points, which are harder 

to change, but have a higher change effect in the system (see also Figure 2).  

Abson et al. 2017 propose research “focused on ‘sustainability interventions’, centered on three realms 

of leverage: reconnecting people to nature, restructuring institutions and rethinking how knowledge is 

created and used in pursuit of sustainability.” In appendix three you will find explanations of these three 

realms and their connection to the research topic. For our research question the third one, rethink, is the 

most important.  
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Figure 2 Leverage point for system transformation with three realms of sustainability based on  (Ives 2019; 

Abson et al. 2017) 

2.3. Contribution and knowledge for transformation 

The last big theoretical frame are the ecosystem services (ES) or natures contribution to people (NCPs) 

and their connection to system transformation.  

Ecosystem Services  

Ecosystem services (ES) are a common framework with which the services provided by nature have been 

valued in the last years. Four ES have been defined from the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (Finlayson 

et al. 2005):  

- Provisioning (e.g., food, water, fiber, and fuel)  

Figure 3 Relation between ecosystem services and three types of 

knowledge relevant to sustainability (Abson et al. 2014) 
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- Regulating (e.g., climate regulation, water, and diseases)  

- Cultural (e.g., spiritual, aesthetic, recreation, and education)  

- Supporting (e.g., primary production and soil formation)  

A food forest can provide services in each category and therefore can be valued from different 

perspectives (see also chapter 4.1.1.).  

Natures contribution to people 

Lately the concept of ES is under discussion in sustainability sciences and has been developed further and 

combined with a perspective on values inside social-ecological systems.  

This process resulted in the Nature´s Contribution to people (NCP) framework (see figure 4).  

So, another underlying frame of this research is to improve our knowledge about the providing ES/material 

NCP food harvest and contribute through this to system transformation.  

 

Instrumental value=   

The value of an entity ar merely a means to an end.  

Intrinsic value=  

The value of nature, ecosystems, or life as ends in themselves, irrespective of their utility to humans.  

Pluralistic valuation of ecosystems=   

The process of analyzing, assessing, or understanding the multiple ways in which ecosystems and 

ecosystem services are important for people and how these multiples ways of importance are related 

(e.g., coexistence, synergies, trade-offs.)  

Relational values=   

The importance attributed to meaningful relations and responsibilities between humans and between 

humans and nature 

- Based on (Arias-Arévalo et al. 2017) 

Figure 4 Frameworks from Ecosystem Services (ES; (a)) to Nature’s Contributions to People (NCP; 

(b)) (Arias-Arévalo et al. 2017) 
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2.4. Design Thinking  

Design Thinking is a process or frame which helps to get from a problem to a user-oriented solution. During 

the design thinking process a different method, depending on the number of participants, time, and the 

problem. Normally you use this method in a team as it is a creative process. This and because of the lack 

of time I focused on the define phase (see figure 5). In chapter four each phase is defined more detailed 

directly before the results.  

 

Figure 5 Design thinking process of this research (in grey the party which have not been done and 

underlined the focus) 
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3. Methodology: Semi-structured Interviews 

In total eleven interviews have been done. Six FFO and five OE have been interviewed (see Table 1). 

Table 1 Overview of interviewees per category, name, function/organization, and source. 

Category Name Function/Organization Interviewee (Date) 

Food Forest 

Owners (FFO) 

FFO 1 Schijndl, Ketelbroek (Schroeder 6/23/2022b) 

FFO 2 Coöperatie Ondergrond (Schroeder 6/23/2022a) 

FFO 3 Waalgaard (Schroeder 6/28/2022) 

FFO 4 Haarzuilens (Schroeder 6/30/2022) 

FFO 5 Mortelke (Schroeder 7/13/2022) 

FFO 6 Board member stitching Den Food Bosch (Schroeder 5/15/2022) 

FFO 7  Schevichoven (Schroeder 9/6/2022) 

Other Experts 

(OE) 

OE 1 Researcher WUR (Schroeder 6/17/2022a) 

OE 2 PhD student WUR (Schroeder 6/17/2022b) 

OE 3 Permaculture designer  (Schroeder 6/21/2022) 

OE 4 Researcher Leuphana (Schroeder 7/12/2022) 

OE 5 Stichting voedselbosbouw (Schroeder 7/15/2022) 

The interviews took in general between 30 minutes and one and a half hours, depending on the 

interviewed person.  

The method used is called semi structured interviews. I already used them in my bachelor thesis therefore 

I was familiar with it. For a semi structured interview, one uses an interview guide ((see appendix six and 

seven4) which helps to not lose the red line in the research process5.  

The interview guide is structured in main questions and sub questions. I always asked the main questions 

and when the sub questions have not been answered also the sub questions. When time was lacking, I 

skipped the detailed questioning about the economic test from Food from the Forest. 

In the beginning Food from the Forest gave me the work assignment to interview six food forests. After the 

understanding phase I decided to add another category, the other experts (see also chapter 1.). Thus, I 

needed two different Interview guides. The interview guide for the FFO has been constructed first and 

afterwards I had the idea that when talking to the OE a interview guide can help to make the data 

comparable and also ask the most interesting things. So based on the FFO interview guide the OE 

interview guide has been developed. Therefore, one can find many similarities between the interview 

guides.   

The Questionnaire has been divided in the same six parts for both interviewee groups:  

1- Socioeconomic/ Introduction  

2- Harvest 

3- Selling/Price/Income 

4- Food From the Forest 

 
4 Also, some questions and ideas were inside the Interview Guide (see appendix eight) which have barely 

been used which is why they are no longer in the main guide. 
5 Summarized other major points from the theoretical background of these methods are presented in the 

appendix four. 
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5- Personal Question 

6- Ending 

 

The first part was always a short arriving where I thanked for the possibility and time. I asked if the goal 

and topic of my research is clear (and if not briefly summarized it), if the audio recording is okay and how 

much time the interviewee has. Then I started the recording. I always wrote my notes down on paper and 

had some space for general note about the atmosphere and emotions, which I used in every interview 

and a space for general observations divided in “pain and gain topics” which I haven’t used at all as 

there was no time given for it.  
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4. Design Thinking results 

As mentioned before this research has been structured like a Design Thinking process. In the following 

chapter the gained knowledge is summarized. 

1. Understand 

2. Observe 

3. Define 

4. Idea 

5. Prototype 

6. Test 

4.1. Understand 

Time: From 15th May, focus until the beginning of June, ongoing until the end 

The first part of design thinking aims to understand the topic/the research question/ the problem better. 

The goal is to clarify questions, deepen research and structure the knowledge. I used literature research, 

speaking with Marieke Karssen, acquaintances and friends for reflection and a mind map. For doing the 

mind map I used carts and clustered them at the beginning of the process and moved them throughout 

the process (see appendix  five). There I realized that I can not only focus on the FFO as my main target 

group, but also all the other persons who are interested in what they are doing regarding economic 

development of this concept (OE).  

First, a basic knowledge on what food forests are I already had through several theoretical and practical 

experiences since 2019. I wrote my bachelor thesis about initial financing of food forests, and this made it 

way easier to start the first step from the research. As I’m also working as a research assistance for the 

urban food forests research from the University of Potsdam and I helped starting a small forest garden at 

the Campus of the Leuphana University the diversity of food forests/forest gardens, the diversity of designs, 

management methods and paradigms behind it was already something I have been aware off.  

As I met Marieke Karssen and Jeroen Kruit for the first time via Zoom nevertheless, I went without 

expectations and tried to just understand what their problem is and how I can contribute with my work. 

What stood out for me was the need of more people filling out the data of the economic test and to 

understand the underlying root problems causing them not to do this. And the suggested root problem 

from Marieke Karssen the foord forest owners might not be interested in the economic side of food forests, 

as their main goal is to support biodiversity, soil health, ecosystem health in general. That they are 

criticizing the current capitalistic 

system and its consequences so 

much that they don’t want to do 

anything with it.  

Karina Ponton wrote her dissertation 

about the role of forest gardens 

and forest gardeners in the UKs 

agroecological transition. The main 

plans and visions of food forests in 

the United Kingdom are to increase 
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biodiversity, to act as a demonstration side and to design and implement more food forests (see figure 

6).  

But “In many cases, forest gardens are still in some level of development […] thus the ways in which the 

system can be utilized also change.” (Ponton 2021, p. 74). Therefore a generalization of the mindsets or 

the paradigms of the forest gardeners is tried to be avoided. 

The design thinking process started 

with looking inside many books and 

websites with the focus on food forests (see publication bibliography).  

I could identify through that the following five major categories are highly related to my research topic 

“measuring the harvest of a food forest” and therefore will be interesting to look in detail:  

1- Themes  

2- Design 

3- Management  

4- Yield 

5- Purpose of the data  

6- Food Forest Timing  

4.1.1. Themes 

In their research Albrecht and Wiek connected the ES (see chapter 2.3) with criteria for sustainability 

(social-cultural, environmental and economic) (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a, p. 98).  

Before a food forest is even designed the FFO has a goal to reach. Food from the forest defines four 

different generalized “themes” of food forests focus. These are Experience, Biodiversity, Gastronomy and 

Production (Food From the Forest 2021).  

These two categorizations of themes of food forests can be combined.  

- Experience is a focus on social-cultural criteria.  

- Biodiversity is a focus on environmental criteria.  

- Gastronomy is a focus on social-cultural and economic criteria  

- Production is a focus on economic criteria.  

Albrecht and Wiek compared the different categories based on their presence in 14 food forests. In this 

comparison the social-cultural criteria has a much higher influence (5.6) as the environmental (4.4) or the 

economic criteria (3.2). Albrecht and Wiek also looked at the services provided by food forests. These 

services can be interpreted as the result of the theme of a food forest. Just a few (11%) of food forests 

pursue food production of a substantial level and even a  smaller amount of food forests (<5% ) prioritize 

food processing (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a, pp. 101–102). Most of the food forests focus on education 

and community building (70%) (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a, p. 102).   

Reasons for that and therefore also possible difficulties for the research could be that “[…] for many, 

idealism acts like an alternative currency: a natural lifestyle and resistance to conventional food 

production compensate for economic burdens.” (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a, p. 101). A hypothesis 

following this is that one of the root problems for not having people using the economic tool could be 

that people just don’t measure their yields as they are not interested in food production at all.   

Figure 6 Forest gardener plans and vision after Ponton 2021, p. 74 
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Interesting is also that with these three themes are the three pillars of the sustainability model defined by 

the Brundtland report (Keeble 1988). 

I understood so far that there are three main food forest themes, and these are based on experiences of 

the food forests people have developed and can easily be related to ES and NCP (see figure 7). In 

general, it is important to mention that many food forests are not only focusing on one theme but are 

combining elements from these (e.g., the gastronomic theme from food from the forest combines social-

cultural elements with economic elements). 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2. Design 

Looking at nature component of food forest, the food forest itself is by its definitionin comparison to 

industrial agriculture a biodiverse system. Also in comparison to natural forests food forests can  have a 

higher species richness (Armstrong et al. 2021). But this richness can also be hard to handle so most of the 

food forests are planted based on a design. The design is especially important as if you have to many 

species or a too dense (Ponton 2021, p. 57) or unstructured design the harvesting is getting more complex 

and difficult.  

Regarding the different themes of a food forest every theme has specific design needs. The social-cultural 

/experience theme needs e.g., places for social events or infrastructure to retreat, learn or experience. 

The production/economic design needs for an easy management certain pathway wide, rows and 

space for harvesting (Boulestreau and van Eck 2016, p. 37). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Themes of food forests 

Experience/ Social-

Cultural 

Biodiversity/ 

Environment 

Production/ 

Economy 

Natures Contribution to People 

1 2 3 

Experience/ Social-

Cultural 

Biodiversity/ 

Environment 

Production/ 

Economy 1 2 3 
Natures Contribution to People 

Design1 Design3 Design2 

Figure 8 Themes of a food forest and their design 
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4.1.3. Management 

A food forest needs 

maintenance work 

(weeding, mulching, 

patch maintenance, 

pruning, liming, 

mowing/scything) (see 

figure 9) and other kinds 

of management like 

social media and building 

up a short supply chain. 

These are undertaken 

(Ponton 2021, p. 82). The 

labor costs (especially for 

harvest) are expected to 

be high, but very little data about labor costs in food forest are making a estimation difficult (Boulestreau 

and van Eck 2016, p. 44). The age of the food forest is expected  to not make a major difference in the 

amount of needed management but after one year the breaks between the maintenance work peaks 

extend (Ponton 2021, p. 103).  

Furthermore, the amount of management needed is related to several other aspects like the size the 

design and management style of the food forest. If for example one has a focus on biodiversity the 

amount of weeding will be lower in the first years than if you have a focus in production or experience as 

the purposes of the space  determines the management style of the food forest.  

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.4. Yield  

Harvesting the yield is one part of management so relate that frame back to the research topic is 

important 

After Ponton records from FFO on how much they worked and the yields are mostly informal (e.g., 

photographs, cookbooks, calendars). The most records would had been done by sides with a 

commercial element and many records would have been often mixed in with accounts, and emails 

rather than collated separately (Ponton 2021, p. 77).  

 For harvesting some FFO wish to have someone recording and measure the yields at their sides (Ponton 

2021, p. 99). Only with this data one can say if food forests are economically interesting compared to 

Figure 9 Main activities undertaken by forest gardeners (Ponton 2021, p. 82) 

Experience/ Social-

Cultural 

Production/ 

Economy 1 2 3 
Design1 

Biodiversity/ 

Environment 

Natures Contribution to People 

Management1 Design2 Management2 Design3 Management3 

Figure 10 Themes of a food forest, their design and management 

Harvest2 Harvest1 Harvest3 
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other systems as the  balance between sales and total cost will determine it and labor is one of the main 

costs (Boulestreau and van Eck 2016, 44, 47) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.5. Purpose of the data  

After measuring the data, the next step is asking for which purpose the data will be used. The 

comparability with data from industrial agriculture “fails to account for associated costs of the industrial 

system and associated benefits of holistic agroecology” (Ponton 2021, p. 32). 

Next to the economic side, food forests also provide social benefits and the isolation of crop yield from 

the other benefits should be prevented (Ponton 2021, p. 100). 

A long-term monitoring from food forest can be divided into three main indicators: ecological, socio-

economic and socio-cultural (Raabe 2017). The ecological indicators are in general important as the 

appropriation of nature in the western society has had in the past more negative than positive effects. 

Humans also having with their management of ecosystems positive ecological effects needs to be 

proven regarding e.g., the following components: soil quality, nutrient balance, biodiversity, carbon 

sequestration. But this will not have a focus in this report.  

Looking at the social indicators with the focus on yield their monitoring has a stake regarding the 

economic outputs and the market resilience. But during this research also questions about the economic 

inputs, the entrepreneurship and the social capital will be touched (see table 2).  

Socio-economic indicators 

Economic inputs 

Mechanical input 

Planting material  

Workforce 

Hired labor 

Planting density  

Economic Outputs 

Yield  

Tree productivity  

Total output  

Profit  

Market resilience 

Subsidies 

Loans 

Yield-stability 

Figure 11 Research Frame 
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 Table 2 Shortened indicator list - based on the pre-selection for long-term monitoring DFB (Raabe 2017); 

Research focus shown in bold 

Therefore, one barrier for FFO could also be questioning the relevance of the yield data alone for the 

system transformation or if we are having the need to look at more indicators at the same time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.6.  

4.1.7. Time scale in Food Forests  

A food forest has in comparison to other agricultural systems a different time scale. It’s more comparable 

to forest management scales. The economic viability of food forest is still under development as most of 

them are young (<5 years old (Albrecht and Wiek 2021a, p. 102)). This causes FFO owners not to record 

their yield, as they think it’s just too early (Ponton 2021, p. 99). 

This part is especially important as we face an urgency in solving sustainability issues hence an urgency 

to transform. Food forests are long-term solutions which makes the time an important component which 

needs to be considered.  

Also, the age of the plants, when planted inside the system differ. Most of them come from nursery, so 

they are already some years old when coming into the system. This needs to be taken into account when 

trying to evaluate the yield (Boulestreau and van Eck 2016, p. 47). 

Through this first step in design thinking (understand) the first assumptions about the system in which the 

problem is based (see chapter 4.1.)  has been made (see figure 12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entrepreneurship 

Non-food income sources 

Tourism  

Business model  

Figure 12 Research frame and its contribution to transformation 
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4.2. Observe 

Time: Pretest on 16.06.2022, last interview 15.07.2022 

The phase of observation is there to interact with the people and the problem. In my case this means to 

go into the food forests and help with harvesting, see which harvesting methods are applied and how 

they measure the harvest. The goal is to verify the assumptions from phase one, get to know stakeholders 

and target group by immersing in the habitat. 

This was not only being done by observing the FFO at their sides, but also by doing semi structured 

interviews with the FFO and the OE (see chapter 3).  

 

The analysis is structured based on the six main categories of the interview:  

1- Socioeconomic/ Introduction  

2- Harvest 

3- Selling/Income/Pricing 

4- Food From the Forest 

5- Personal Question 

6- Ending 

Figure 13 Phase 1: Design Thinking Phase 1: Understand result 
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4.2.1. Socioeconomic/Introduction 

The case study sample was based on the 

idea of looking into food forests which 

have already been planted and have an 

economic focus or are at least measuring 

their harvest so a learning from their 

experiences is possible. The interviews are 

structured based chronologically after the 

date they were made. The headings of 

the FFO are highlighted in green, those of 

the OE in yellow.  

OE 1 

He is a researcher from Wageningen 

Research. His research focus is on 

economics, environmental sciences, 

regional governance with a focus on the 

transition of the whole agricultural system 

to more sustainability. He’s focusing on 

food forests as a new emerging type but 

also looking at questions about land 

access. A special interest he has on the 

scale on farm and regional level. In his 

research he’s questioning under what 

conditions6the transition is happening (or 

not). With his work he and his team are 

working as consultants for policy makers, companies or other stakeholders.  

OE 2 

OE 2 is doing her PhD on sociology at Wageningen University. Her research focus is on social and 

economic possibilities for food forestry in the Netherlands. She tries to get a holistic idea on what food 

forestry looks like in the Netherlands. She will first make an overview of all food forests in the Netherlands, 

followed by research on if the food forestry in the Netherlands is a movement. The next deeper step is to 

look at the infrastructure, relationship with customers and consumption of food forests in the Netherlands. 

OE 3  

OE 3 is the founder and boss of a permaculture consulting company “Baumrausch”. He has over twenty 

years of experiences, for ten years also into food forests. In the last five years the amount of people asking 

about it is increasing highly.  He mentioned four current examples which have a focus on economy.  

1- One caused by the need for flexibility, they are taking care of "Systemsprenger" and don’t want 

to be dependent on weather conditions when gardening.  

 
6 Conditions as the current state of sustainability, governance structures around, provide strategies e.g., 

investment strategies, permaculture (supports initiatives, groups) 

Picture 1 Location of food forests above who the interview 

was. Border indicates if there was a focus during the interview 

and the filling if I visited the food forest or not. Red means it 

was made, green that not.  

https://www.baumrausch.de/
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2- One plot where a big forest is in which after the second world war a lot of Russian planted inside 

the forest fruit trees which the new owners now want to use for an income.  

3- Small scale market gardeners who want to increase their products with fruits, leaves, and nuts. 

4- Nearly 90 ha large farm close to Eutin building up a pilot project for economic income. 

FFO 1 

During the interview we focused on the food forest Schijndel, as this food forest is “rational” designed. The 

interviewee, FFO 1, is one of the main pioneers of the dutch food forest scene. He planted the food forest 

Ketelbroek, which is why sometimes during the interview his experiences with the “romantic” food forest 

design and Schijndel are compared. The hedges around the food forest Schijndel have been planted in 

2019. From there on the crown layers have been planted. The goal is to have planted in 2023 90% of the 

whole system. The whole system is 20 ha large. 16 ha are a “rational” food forest. The design is based on 

a 1 ha estimation about food forests from Yann Boulestreau and FFO 1 (Boulestreau and van Eck 2016).  

The other 4 ha are a “romantic” food forest. The name of the romantic part is “horticulture gardening”. 

The goal of the smaller plot is offering education and tours and of the larger plot is food production.  

A local volunteer group called “Core Group Schijndel” is taking care of the management of the food 

forest Schijndel for the first five years as not much work is expected. The foundation voedselbosbouw 

Netherland, HAS University of applied sciences (HAS)den Bosch and the groenontwikkelfondsbrabant 

have a stake in the project. In the long-term they plan to have one or two coordinators who will also plan 

the harvesting and organization of the project. These persons(s) will be financed by the foundation they 

are currently working on a vacancy for that job. The role will be organizing harvest and communicating 

with the catering company “Vitam” and oversee in general what work must be done. It will be partly up 

to them how they want to organize it. They could hire people or have a group of volunteers; the 

possibilities are still opened. In some calculations the salary based on salary in similar businesses as 

gardening and horticulture. An important goal is that the work should not exploit people.  

https://www.voedselbosbouw.org/
https://www.hashogeschool.nl/studeren-aan-de-has/studentenstad-den-bosch
https://www.groenontwikkelfondsbrabant.nl/
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Picture 2 FFO 1 during the tour through the food forest Schijndel (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder)  

From the starting on they agreed with the catering business "Vitam", a large catering business, that they 

will buy the harvest as soon as it increased. First Vitam wanted to have certain fruits in the design 

implemented but more and more they realized that their knowledge about the varieties and which crops, 

and products even exist is low, so they started trusting more and opened more to FFO 1s 

recommendations. They have known FFO 1 since long and get from him a box each week from harvest 

of the food forest Ketelbroek so they can start experimenting and get used to the crops of the food forest) 

and the seasonality of the products before the food forest Schijndel starts producing. A shift from 

"following the consumer" to "follow nature" if asking what kind of lunch to cook is happening there. Having 

an approach of “we use what’s there” is luxurious as the catering company is cooperative and flexible.  

FFO 2 

The Coöperatie Ondergrond has several sites in Rotterdam. We focused during the interview on the food 

forest de overtuin in the Trompenburg arboretum, as it is the largest one. The arboretum itself is 200 years 

old. The food forest was planted inside it in 2020. The size of the food forest is 1.5 ha. The focus of this site 

is education.   

There are around five to ten people volunteering and two permanent people working in the food forest. 

None of them generates an income through the harvest. They all together take care of the plants. 

Including volunteers is always a time needed process, you need to set up easy tasks, and people want 

to have a positive experience in general. Also, you need to check if they do it in the right ways and keep 

them involved over a long time is always challenging. 

https://www.vitam.nl/
https://trompenburg.nl/voedselbos/
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FFO 3 

The business model of the Waalgaard is a community-supported agriculture (CSA), which means you 

have yearly memberships which pay a certain amount of money on which your business runs. In his case 

they also help with harvesting. Now they have 30 members, and their goal is to have 200 in total.  

The site is developing on an old pear 

orchard (between 25 and 30 years 

old) on which from 2020 other plants 

are planted in several layers to 

transform it step by step to a food 

forest. Therefore, another income 

source is the selling of the old trees. 

The new design is divided in four 

squares and each square has two 

harvest months as the reference point 

for the design so they can focus on 

one spot each month when harvesting 

(see figure 14).  

 

Inside of these six different experimental designs are used to see which works best (e.g., ground covered 

by pioneers, mulch, plastic). Their design integrates two to three layers. The design is inspired from "Stefan 

Sobkowiak - The Permaculture Orchard". They planted species from which the fruits are especially for birds 

(small berries, red). This design is relatively unknown therefore another income source is consultancy.  

The CSA model for FFO 3 has a high relevance to be established and sustainable soon. He hopes that 

more food forests will use it so he expects to have competition in 7 years, which is why he thinks it’s 

important to build his own customer base up fast. He sees the barrier that people these days are very 

busy so there’s not much time left to be part of a CSA. The long-term goal of the food forest is that the 

system will be taken over by another person, because all the people engaged in the project now are 

more "starter" persons who want to move on to another project when the system is established. He defines 

an established system at the point where the harvest is at It’s highest potential and the workload is not so 

much anymore. In general, the goal is to have enough money for two Part-Time or one full-time job 

payment (200 members would lead to an income from 30.000 Euros per year which could afford that).  

At the moment the core team consists of four freelancers (FFO 3, Jona, Joke and Marieke) they are paid 

through the funding of an employment agency. They support people who had problems in their past for 

rehabilitation in society7. They have a payment for 10h/week per person. And the 30 picking members 

from the CSA also harvest. In total 15-20 are helping from time to time but 6-7 come regularly. The 

volunteers get as rewards the picket vegetables and fruits. In general, another reward is to work in this 

system itself. The volunteers also get a small Christmas gift. 

 
7 See also info: Social Farming on page 25 

Figure 14 Design after the harvesting times in the Waalgaard 

https://www.youtube.com/c/stefansobkowiak
https://www.youtube.com/c/stefansobkowiak
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FFO 4 

The food forest Haarzuilens’ first hedges were planted in 2015. In 2016 the food forest trees were planted 

and since 2020 they have subscriptions from private and business customers. The food forest is 6 ha large 

and situated in a natural monument area. It has a small pond and until now the crown and scrub layer 

have been planted. It has a more romantic design, and It’s purpose is to show a system in which 

agriculture and ecology coexist in an open and recreational area with multiple purposes. The main 

function is nature protection, biodiversity and selling to restaurants and private subscriptions. 

FFO 4 and one other person are the only ones who continuously work on the side. Both are not paid for it. 

They supply 25 subscriptions. These can come and pick whenever they want and how much they want 

from the food forest. There is a high amount of people interested in a subscription but the management 

of that is too time consuming for them (e.g. writing mails to stay in contact) and it’s also not their main 

business model. In the winter fifteen volunteers are coming for six days to support the cutting back of the 

hedges. The main business model is based on contracts with four restaurants, a brewery and the VOKO 

Landwinkels.  

 

Picture 3 FFO 4 during a tour at food forest Haarzuilens (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder) 

OE 4  

OE 4 made her PhD about the sustainability of food forests and their transformation potential. A 

professional development of food forests shall lead to scaling up the size of the land. Now most of the 

food forests are forest gardens not producing for the market but for self-supply. Many of them don’t have 

a business plan, nor a business model. Looking at the topic of the economic side of food forests, is not only 

a question about tools, but also about mindset. For her a food forest is not a forest garden anymore when 

it's larger than 1 ha. But many FFO are against the upscaling. They neglect or are even resisting against 
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economic "making money is a bad thing". Therefore they are looking more for alternative economic 

systems. But what she is looking for is landscape change, changing the larger systems. And the farmers 

are looking for proof, that they will have a return on their investments, that the system can sustain. 

FFO 5 

Food Forest Mortelke is a part of a family-based 

farm. It’s planting began in 2019 with the hedges 

and ended in 2021. There are now two main FFO, 

which are sisters. As their need for management is 

increasing, they are thinking about employing one 

or two assistant-farmers (see Info: Social Farming). 

These assistant- farmers should mainly take over 

maintenance and harvest work on the side so the 

FFO have more capacities for social media and 

their economic development in general. They 

enjoy working with volunteers in general. They do 

it during specific planting days or volunteer 

maintenance days or specific harvesting days. But 

they don’t like working with volunteers on a  day 

to day business for several reasons (see table 2). 

OE 5  

He is one member of the food forest foundation. Through his expertise he’s looking especially at the 

economic performance of food forests in the southern part of Netherlands. In his project they are only 

interested in sides which are larger than 5 ha as they have an available funding for in total 150 ha for 

sponsoring to transform and do research on. So, it’s not worth it to do it for smaller plots, as the costs wont 

lower. The economic viability of food forests needs to be proven. He suspects the turning point to be after 

15 years. The vision is to create full time jobs on food forests. 

FFO 6 

FFO 6 is member of the board of the food forest den Food Bosch foundation. The food forest covers 0,75 

ha and has been implemented between 2017 and 2019 (Albrecht and Wiek 2021b). The design was made 

by Janine Müller (former Raabe) together with a group of HAS students  in the frame of her bachelor thesis 

(Raabe 2017). Special about this system is that it has been inspired by syntropic farming from Ernst Götsch, 

which is why the management is more intensive, as they chop and drop. The area is owned by the 

waterhead who have a special interest in gaining knowledge with that project about the water 

restoration potential of food forests and how these systems contribute to healthy ecosystems in general 

(soils, biodiversity etc.). Another big stakeholder is the HAS and Wageningen University and research 

(WUR) who do research, especially about the ecological parameters. The initial idea was that the 

management of the food forest will be done by a couple who was in the initiating team and that they 

generate an income through their work on the side but they left shortly after the start. Then another couple 

took over the management, but they also left after one year and they did not manage the food forests 

as expected from the board. Hence the initial idea of a strict division between board and management 

did not work and now the new board does also the management. Two of the three members meet every 

Info: Social Farming 

“Social Farming is a mixture of skills which 

combine the use of agricultural resources and the 

multi-functional productive process with social 

and in some ways educational activities.” 

(National Support Centre for Agriculture and 

Care in Holland) 

In the Netherlands in the last 10 years Social 

Farming has developed rapidly. (PROfessional 

and personal empowerment in social FARMing 

2017) 

If you are interested in more information about 

that look here: About Zorglandbouw 

(zorgboeren.nl) 

https://www.voedselbosbouw.org/de-stichting/stijn-heijs/
https://www.zorgboeren.nl/de-kracht-van-zorglandbouw
https://www.zorgboeren.nl/de-kracht-van-zorglandbouw
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Friday morning on the side and work with other volunteers from the region. A big benefit from that is they 

now know more about the side and what exactly happened.  

Neither the board members nor the volunteers get paid for their work. But they are now thinking about 

how to reward the volunteers for their work. They are thinking about a share of the harvest (like a gift 

basket once a year. Also being part of this project, offering the education and insights about how it is to 

work in such a system, to learn about soils, biodiversity and chop and drop is a reward for people who 

are interested.  

FFO 7  

On the regenerative farm three people work on average. Two people full-time and two part-time jobs 

can be paid. One part of the farm is a rational designed food forest. In November 2020, two ha of the 

side were planted. April this year (2022) another four ha were planted. They planted the trees in rows and 

planted the trees very dense (double the density they plan to have them at the established state). On 

the first plot they face strict governmental limitations e.g., they could not plant anything above 1,5 m, 

because of the view on the horizon. In general, the farm has several income sources next to the food 

forest e.g. pigs.  

4.2.2. Harvest 

OE 1 

Hopes from the FFO, that they can feed comparable with agriculture the world. He sees issues especially 

in the height of trees and the labor organization around that. Also, in the long term the nutrient cycle 

needs to be closed. He sees potential to combine harvest with education to save labor costs. Trade off 

there for him is especially with volunteers/not trained workers that make mistakes which can lead to 

financial losses. There are different ways to measure harvest (e.g., measure everything, by yourself or let 

the people who do self-picking do it, which is not precise). Out of his experience some FFO would like to 

measure, some don’t have time or other priorities which are higher. 

OE 2  

Her topic is not directly connected to harvest. As the national monitoring program already gained a lot 

of quantitative data on food forests with citizen sciences. But she is more interested in what is the strategy 

on how the food forests get an income. So sometimes they have a recreation focus. All the food forests 

are producing a harvest but it’s not their main objective. And she is interested in the question why they 

choose a specific objective. Her hypothesis is that it depends on the infrastructure and the policies. She is 

looking also deeper into the general picture, also questions like how many people are employed I what 

way.  

A general obstacle in research for food forests is that there is not a lot of money available which is why 

citizen sciences and students are the main knowledge generating sources.   

The national monitoring tool had really good feedback for the participants with summaries where the FFO 

could see their own data, as well as the comparison with others. The frequency of data collecting 

depended on the season and on the question. In the winter very little was happening. Each participant 
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(selected by the national monitoring tool) had access to an app which worked on their mobile phones 

(only android).  

FFO are in general engaged in participating in research.  

The role of the measurement of the harvest for system transformation is depending on who is buying it. 

Now it’s focused on elitist customers like Michelin stars restaurants. So, if you have a product and you can 

sell it at a high price to these restaurants it’s not saying anything about the potential of feeding the world. 

When looking at harvest data it is important contextualizing the data: to look in detail on what is harvested 

and to whom it is sold and not only the quantity of the harvest. And also, what’s the focused harvest? A 

lot of food forests are focusing on “orchard” fruits like apples, pears, and nuts. This harvest will not replace 

the dominant system because it’s not enough. Other questions regarding this are about how easy it is to 

harvest or at what kind of scale it’s happening.   

She thinks it’s also important to include food like wheat, corn, and other common yields in the system to 

increase the leverage for transformation of food forests.  

At the moment food forests are too young to say anything in detail on the harvest. She does not know if 

the outcome of a quantitative study on the harvest will prove that food forests are economically viable 

systems. The literature expects that food forests need 5-10 years to be seen as economically viable. But 

saying it’s not viable now would not convince anyone to make it viable. Better is to say this would be 

viable if this and this conditions were there, especially when talking to policymakers.  

OE 3  

Problem which he sees currently: FFO think a system can be extensive and have a high yield at the same 

time. He thinks this is barely possible, especially not in the herb layer. He mentioned it is important to 

distinguish in between economy and yield, as the theoretical potential does not automatically mean you 

can use it. He thinks you can handle a minimum of 70 to 80 species at one time regarding harvest and 

selling. He knows no food forest system which has specialized on economy yet. During the interview he 

identified five major barriers looking at harvesting:  

1. Plant protection against diseases. Even if you use organic protection (e.g.  horse tail manure) you 

need to wait until you can officially harvest the fruits. If the layers are too close to each other it will 

possibly happen that the one who needs the protection (plum) will then affect the harvest of the 

closest layer (e.g. raspberry).  

2. The second (More Price and market related) problem is the amount of yield necessary until you gain 

a specific amount which is possible to sell on the markets. You need a minimum amount of yield to 

even start selling. Then when harvesting all food producing systems depend on helping hands. They 

don’t know the system as good and maybe won’t find the one looked for or will cause loss.  

3. The third is the new species, fruits, harvest which also needs somebody who buys it. He mentioned as 

an example a system which they planned for Voelkel and that they said it is hard to sell new things. It 

really depends on the goal so do you want to produce for yourself or an organic supermarket. But in 

general, he thinks that proceeding is increasing the value of a product. So, it’s a good idea.  

4. Fourth Point is the measurement of the yield (Focus of my work). He will send me a table from someone 

who did this already. He mentioned to have a scale at the entrance and (as a joke) also weigh the 

people because you have the problem of people snacking when they are inside the system.  

5. Fifth is that the harvest of older systems is decreasing because the birds are protected by the closed 

canopy layer so they can just eat the fruits if they want. Open structures for predators are missing. 
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FFO 1 

In Ketelbroek they have a small team, the harvesting is small-scale to 

prevent soil compaction. They only have cutters, a ladder and 

boxes/bags. I joined the harvesting on the first of August and we 

harvested Chinese mahogany (toona sinensis) (see picture 1).   

They don’t weigh and don’t know how much kilo they harvest, as FFO 

1 does not like it. The diversity is too high “hundreds and hundreds of 

species” and some have a very small harvest. Also, the time scale of 

harvest is not concentrated on one date but is split over several 

months.  

In the rationalized system they need to know how much of a product 

they are going to deliver when to the customer. A rational system is 

also a polyculture, but the different species can be planted in rows, 

which makes the harvesting way easier and more accessible. It 

makes the harvesting simpler as you don’t need to search for a 

specific species.  

FFO 1 expects the harvesting season of food forests to be between 

May and November with a focus on August and September. As in 

Schijndel the scale is larger they expect to have the need to use a 

small electric car to carry the heavier. In the beginning he expects it 

to be mainly manual labor.  

For Schijndel they don’t know yet how the harvest will be organized 

and measured. FFO 1 could imagine to do the measurement of the 

harvest through boxes on a scale. So, harvest, put the harvest in 

similar boxes and weigh just one box and then you know 

approximately how much one box weighs afterwards and afterwards you can count the boxes. For this 

model the design in rows and focusing on not too many species (there design has 80 species included) is 

important because you need a certain amount of harvest to sell and measure it properly. He 

recommends not measuring the harvest per species, but per variety because if you measure in species 

then the amounts will be very irregular and small.  

FFO 2 

The harvesting stopped during corona. They are processing a lot: alcoholic beverages, fermentation, 

dried, jams, with any species they harvest. Could imagine that you measure a product in kg e.g. 

honeyberry but would like to have it specific per year. If not, the data would be too unspecific for him. 

Measuring the harvest per layer would mean for him to get worthless data. He thinks it’s possible to 

measure per species in general, but in practice it’s too complicated because you have so many species. 

They have no tools and storage capacity. They just harvest for themselves. 

Picture 4 After the harvest of 

Chinese mahogany (Photo  credits: 

Robert de Jeu) 
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FFO 3 

Last year they harvested a lot of pears. Because of the large amount at one time machines were needed. 

They are thinking on how to improve the process as it is getting more and more diverse, and they don’t 

want to use heavy machines anymore because of soil compaction. Until now they only measured harvest 

in the vegetable garden. The members always also get a bit of the food forest for trying but this is not 

measured yet. Now they don’t have tools for the harvest, 

but they are thinking about buying a ladder for the pear 

trees. The neighbor’s orchard uses tractors with platforms 

but the compaction is not making that possible for this 

system. Their vision is to have a small electric car, from 

which can be picked, or which picks up the harvested 

buckets. Regarding the CSA he’s wondering what to do 

with the leftovers as the yield is increasing from year to 

year. They need to be processed so they can be stored 

over the winter.  

Last year they tried to measure the harvest with a scale 

and a prepaid account. So everyone who harvests 

something should scale it and afterwards they pay from 

their account where they have put the money in 

beforehand. But to keep the overview of this was difficult and time 

consuming. Now with the CSA he knows how many people will come 

and how high is the budget over the year. In the first two years they 

didn’t expect and planned to have the CSA members in their food 

forest. But in two or three so in total after the fourth or fifth year after 

planting the system they expect that the harvesting, concentrated on 

the squares after the month, can begin. The measurement of the 

harvest from the food forestis not being done now. He said it’s too time 

consuming, next to consulting, guiding and harvesting the 

measurement has no urgency. When I visited the place we made the 

first measurement of the currants (see picture four and five).  

FFO 4 

FFO 4 highlighted that they harvest not only food but also pleasure and biodiversity (second one is 

measured by ecological volunteers). The food harvest is mostly done by hand, sometimes the restaurants 

also bring a cutter. They pick it up by bike or car. They have a spreadsheet (Name, Date, Species, Amount 

in grammes), where the restaurants and volunteers put in their harvest amount, but the harvest from FFO 

4 and Jan is not put down somewhere. They don’t measure it because they just don’t have time. They 

also don’t measure their "labor" as for them it does not feel like labor, more kind of a "therapy, inspiration 

source". They also observe this experience from the restaurants as they come even for small amounts and 

don’t harvest everything, so they suggest that they also just enjoy being on the side and doing this kind 

or work. They produce wild garlic pesto, jam and cider by themselves. Also, they cooperate with a 

brewery which made elderflower syrup (but this year they did not harvest all). The bigger the fruit the 

Picture 5 Harvest of four different currant 

varerities (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder) 

Picture 6 Measurement of the 

black currants with the scale 

from the CSA in the Waalgaard 

(Photo credits: Mercedes 

Schroeder) 
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easier is the harvest e.g., berries you need a lot of time to harvest. The restaurants adapt their menu based 

on the possible harvest in the food forests. FFO 4 raised the idea of a mobile food forest kitchen which 

helps the food forest owners to process their food as the handling is always time consuming. You rent it 

and then it comes by and measures the harvest and proceeds it.  

 

Picture 7 Chinese Mahogany in food forest food forest Haarzuilens (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder) 

OE 4  

There are only a few documented harvests of food forests. She talked about one example where there 

was a need for a report for subsidies where they measured the harvest in more detail. In general, when it 

comes to selling the product, a measurement is more urgent and necessary for deciding on a price and 

having an overview about the finances. In conventional agriculture you measure your harvest in tons per 

hectare. The numbers of the harvest are important to argue for the replacing and conversion of land. But 

the yield is not the only harvest, there are other harvests, too! Which makes it even more complex. And 

next to the numbers, to convince the farmers they also need to experience it. She mentioned that without 

concrete quantitative data it’s hard to prove that the system can provide food security, whereas she likes 

more the goal of food sovereignty8.  

 
8 To understand the difference, look inside the cited document 
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She mentioned Graham Bell as one example of someone who measured their yield in detail from the 

beginning on. A major barrier is time for food forest owners. She also suggested having a station in the 

food forest, where you can weigh your fruit either by category (fruit/nuts/berries) or even more in detail, 

with pictures like in the supermarket. The station should be digital and help to have less work. So, no need 

to write it down on paper and then digitize it. It all could happen in one single step9.  

FFO 5 

Once a week (normally Wednesdays) in the morning the sisters harvest. They use a small electric car, on 

which a cooling box is (powered by the electric car). They have several small boxes with them and a 

small scissor. Now the focus is on the herbal layer, as the food forest is still quite young. They harvest 

everything the day before the delivery except the daily lilies, as they need to be fresh. They orient on 

what to harvest first on the place on the side and on the time, it can be kept in the sun (when the yield is 

too large it does not fit in the cooling box anymore, so they need to harvest this as the last. They weigh, 

count, and label their yield directly after the harvest and put it into the ordered amounts for the customers.  

They store their harvest in a 

small fridge until the next day. 

They also measure the amount 

of time they need to harvest 

each species, by using a 

stopwatch on their mobile 

phone and writing it down on a 

paper. Also, their harvest they 

write down on a paper. Later 

they digitize their data. This 

data is valuable for them 

because through that they can 

e.g., set your prices better and 

argue transparently with your 

customers and they see which 

is worth harvesting and which takes too much time at all and is not worth it. On the day I visited them we 

harvested plants they planted but also from plants who appeared without it having been planned, we 

 
9 This interview was seven days after my blogpost about the digital scale in food forests and it just embraces the idea 

you can see in chapter 4.4. 

Info: Food security and food sovereignty 

“Both food security and food sovereignty emphasize the need to increase food production and 

productivity to meet future demand. Both concepts stress that the central problem today is access to 

food, and thus involves redistributive public policies in terms of income and employment. They also 

consider the necessary link between food and nutrition. Both concepts also entail proposals for social 

protection in facing temporary crises, or the creation of conditioned cash transfer programs as part of 

larger poverty eradication programs.” (Gordillo and Méndez Jerónimo 2013, p. vi).  

Picture 8 Weighing sorrel in food forest Mortelke (Photo credits: 

Mercedes Schroeder) 
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harvested e.g. fruits from a wild Leguminosae and leaves from a sorrel. They got inspiration for what to 

harvest from people who had knowledge about edible wild species and who helped them to discover 

their system from a new perspective. They also did this with their customers, walking around, tasting, and 

then deciding on what they wanted to sell them.  

“The biggest limitation in realizing these collaborations is inefficient harvesting. Harvesting at the food 

forest is done by hand, takes up a lot of time and therefore makes it hard to supply a consistent amount 

of harvest on a regular frequency.” (Swart 2022, p. 3) 

OE 5  

I summarized Harvest (4.2.2.) and Selling/Income/Pricing (4.2.3.) together as the flow of the interview was 

like that.  

Harvest and Pricing 

The calculation they make in their project and for the prognosis of the food forests is based on 

assumptions. These three main factors they are looking at: 1. The volumes of the harvest per tree. Which 

is mainly based on research from the agroforestry research trust. Second they look at the labor amount 

expected. In general, the tendency of having a lower harvest and higher labor per tree in comparison to 

other farming practices is an observation. Third, they look at the selling prices. These are divided in two 

main categories, the already well-known products (e.g., like apple and pear) and the unknown products 

(e.g., like nashi pear and honeyberry). The prices for the unknown fruits also use known fruits which are 

form the same category (berry, larger fruit trees) and calculate based on that. They are also looking on 

whom to sell e.g., Albert Heijn and Eco Plaza, and they orient on the organic prices minus the taxes (7% 

for food). In general food forests are innovative systems, so there’s no data available yet. All one can do 

is make the best guess. Most of the food forests in the Netherlands are younger than five years, so it’s 

difficult to measure the harvest. Also, the first harvest is often eaten by birds. He said a food forest needs 

five years to develop and five other years to get into production. But every side/ product is depending on 

the local circumstances and the management of the side. Measuring in detail the harvest of the first five 

years, may be interesting for a researcher, but not for him personally. He divides knowledge into two 

types: What’s nice to know and what you must know. His main questions he wants to have answered are: 

How much money can a food forest produce? And: Can one get a living out of it?  

Monoculture vs. Food Forest 

From his personal experience from having a small food forest (1,5 ha) he said the food forests are too 

diverse (150-200 species) in comparison to the larger scale food forests (60-80 species FFO 2). Also, the 

time to measure is not there, it’s just not important for people who use the yield for self- consumption to 

know exactly the yield. Next to the number of species and varieties the design is important. Small scale 

food forests are not planted in rows/lines, so the harvesting is very complicated. But in comparison to a 

monoculture where you only have once a year a concentrated harvest, so you only need once a year 

a large amount of people helping with the harvest, in a food forest you have harvest all over the year. 

This spread of labor is easier to manage because when you employ one person per year it’s easier to 

handle. In general, the idea of using robots for harvesting he thinks is good and mentioned one example 

where someone already planned his design for having automatic driving cars in the food forest. In 

general, another important difference between a food forest and a monoculture field is that in a food 

https://www.agroforestry.co.uk/
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forest you should manage more frequently, he suggested once a day. A "normal" field you only visit once 

or twice a year. The idea of a lazy farmer he thinks is only partly true. As in the beginning you need to 

design, start, develop, plant the whole side. Then in drier periods, like now, you also need to water, mostly 

by hand, which is a lot of labor, also the harvest is done manually now to prevent compaction. And to 

maintain the side from unwanted species, especially scrubs and trees to grow to large needs a certain 

amount of labor.  

Income Sources 

For him subsidies are no real income sources as they are just there for a short time. Education and 

consulting are not a real basis, if your business model is based on that you should stop right away. As the 

transformation in agriculture only is possible if the food coming from a food forest is providing enough for 

a living. For him an important piece of the income puzzle is next to fresh and processed fruit (fresh first, 

processed later), the income through CO2 Sequestration. He assumes that a food forest can sequestrate 

between 20 and 50 t CO2/ha/year. This can become in long term an important income pillow. Some years 

ago, the price for 1 t CO2 was 5 €, already it increased to 100€ and he thinks it will further go up to 200€ or 

even more. 

FFO 6 

The main thing happening to the harvest is that it disappears into the stomach of the volunteers, board 

members and visitors. Now they harvest mainly berries and apples and have no selling points yet. For 

harvesting they have several small baskets and could imagen using a scale in a more mature state of the 

food forest. Now they do not measure their harvest or their labor. The board members unofficially register 

their work as they make appointments with each other but next to this they also work some more time 

during the week for the project.  

They want to measure in a very structured and decent way their harvest. They think that practice will 

teach them which way is working best. And they have not so many harvest that it would be worth it to 

measure.  

They are not processing their harvest in a big scale, but they experiment with the products in their private 

scale e.g. with the sumac tree.  

FFO 7  

The harvest of the system is still small, as they system is only two years old. They harvested this spring ten 

kilos of raspberries and a lot of herbs. They use a scale to weight their harvest. For the herbs they use a big 

bag in which they put all the herbs and then hang it on a rope on the scale.  At the moment they spend 

only five to ten % of their time harvesting. The rest of the time is needed to set up the system. They do 

maintenance work like cutting, weeding, planting, putting woodchips and mice protection around the 

new planted trees and scrubs and especially this year also watering. At the moment they have no 

difficulties with the harvest but looking into the future they are concerned about the availability of labor. 
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They will need good machines for the harvest, these should 

be small, efficient, and flexible. With the flexibility they mean 

that one machine should provide different add-ons for 

harvesting different crops. He also mentioned autonomous 

robots, mini tractors and devices not only for harvesting, but 

also for weed control. He guesses that the robots/machines 

will be in the beginning quite simple, as the system is simple. 

But at the system is getting more and more complex 

especially after five years he thinks that the machines need to 

be more complex, too. In general, he also would like to share 

machines with the neighbors and not own them just for 

themselves. One of the responsible persons of the farm is 

already investing in the development of these robots. The 

company inventing them is called Naio, but their focus is on 

weeding and other maintenance works so far. At the moment 

they have only 20 different species and want to increase to 

50.  

4.2.3. Selling/Income/Pricing 

OE 1 

From the market situation the food forests are closer to 

community farms, than organic farms. So, the prices are 

higher, maybe even higher than community farms, the relationship to the customers plays a very 

important role. Sometimes individual prices are being made. Price depends on the need and not of what 

is possible.  

OE 2  

The income really depends on the objective of the food forests and there is not one way to do it. As the 

business model of food forests is not comparable to other agricultural systems and so the prices cannot 

be compared. The established agricultural systems can only offer their food so cheaply because of 

subsidies from the government, so the prices from food forests are meant to be in comparison high. The 

normal prices for farmers are now also not viable. At the end it’s a decision from the government on 

where they direct the money to. We need to get the governance on board.  

The quantitative numbers from harvest are interesting and useful data to convince policy makers.  

OE 3  

Proceeding in general and especially proceeding unknown fruits with known fruits e.g., in jam or juices 

has a high potential for selling and a starting point in the markets. To have a good bond between the 

customer is important. If you sell in boxes as an abo people also try the fruits. In direct marketing or organic 

stores, it’s not that easy. In general, proceeded harvest is again easier to sell. He sees a big potential on 

other cultures, especially in Asia markets. But doesn’t know of any food forest who has this as a focus for 

his design. He said last year only 6% of the German berry consumption was covered by our own 

Picture 9 Harvesting machine of the herb 

layer; Screenshot from Instagram story 

https://www.naio-technologies.com/en/home/
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production, caused by labor costs. So, the trouble about low prices in the market are a high issue for food 

forests to enter. Having special, proceeded products where no market price is existing yet has the 

advantage that you can set the price on your own. In Germany the legal situation is still under question, 

comparing to the dependency on subsidies from the EU which many farms have as their main income 

sources is from the beginning on not available for food forests. Initiatives and individual farms are working 

on it but it’s still a long war before them. At the moment food forests In Germany can only grow on 

farmland, which means they need to be cut down after 15 years or they will turn into a forest and loose 

their possibility to be used for food production and the land loses value.  Eco-Subsidies as possibility e.g., 

for creating a biotope or not using a field anymore. Selling the branches (for decorative reasons) he things 

is still an underestimated income source for food forests. For having and getting an income with a nursery 

the problem is that you need a certain area for that. He recommended to always think in combining 

things. E.g., you can think a food forest together with camping, hotels, tourism in general. Bringing 

together abandoned urban small scale gardens, public green space and erosion protection.  The leading 

question for his work as a consultant for areas is very often: Where do you need wooden structures and 

can you build this up as food forests? 

FFO 1 

They have no fixed knowledge on the volume and the prices but the cooperation with Vitam is based on 

an agreement that will talk in “in clear agreement = in goed overleg” about the prices when the selling 

begins and the underlying goal is to make both sides happy. The shorter chain is helpful to get a better 

price and increases the chance to gain enough money for the labor work for the harvesting. Counting 

the labor work in agriculture is in general not common, farmers work for very little payment. 

They also plan to count the hours of labor. Problem: Now they plan to harvest around 80 species and plan 

to bring the harvest as fast as possible to the production company, to process the food, so they don’t 

need storage, processing, or cooling infrastructure. From the processed food you can get higher prices 

than from fresh yields, but it’s not the business model of this project. They are also having no other selling 

point, as Vitam is planning to buy everything. In Ketelbroek they also have a cooperation with a local 

organic store. FFO 1 suspects that the birds will eat the berries and apples but after 2 years the yield should 

be high enough to start really harvesting.  

The decision on the price is between the market prices for conventional and organic market prices for 

the consumers. But there are also species growing in a food forest where no prices are been set yet, 

because they are unknown. He advises to not make these prices too cheap because they are delicious 

and healthy and they sequester carbon. 

There is a high demand for other income sources like education offers and guided tours. In Ketelbroek this 

income source could be a basis next to consulting. But not every farmer could do this because it will be 

a full time job. Another income source for Ketelbroek are "Recreations" like Birthday Parties and Weddings, 

but Ketelbroek is not doing it because it’s too much work to organize it but could be an income source. 

Subsidies: For Ketelbroek no subsidies were available at that time and still not possible as Ketelbroek is 

officially not natural. But now for Schijndel there is cooperation with the province and the foundation for 

planting material, the ownership of the ground and the foundation who pays the rent. The price for the 

land is interesting because they decided to sum the first 6 years, where they don’t need to pay and pay 
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it divided in the following 14 years back. In total the contract goes 20 years long and the price is 

modest/friendly.  

FFO 2 

He would not sell his product on a market as you need to pay rent and the harvesting times of a food 

forest are not during the whole year. It’s only interesting if you have a constant supply for the market. The 

market situation in general is different to other farms because the products are so different. It’s hard to 

harvest. He discussed with some restaurants to sell his products to them but due to corona these discussions 

stopped. They did not have enough income themselves. He hopes next year they can pick it up again. It 

also depends on the restaurant, you need to find someone who has some money and is interested in your 

specific products, in general the flexibility of a restaurant depends on their interest.  

They also sometimes organize festivals. They have an income through cooperation between school yards. 

In general, they have no focus on the harvest or selling it in fresh or processed form. 

FFO 3 

With a Crowdfunding they financed last year the plants and trees, as a reward the funders got a big sign 

with their names in front of one tree row. Through the CSA Members (150€ per year) they finance the 

project a bit. The prices for the CSA are based on their need. As mentioned, before they want to have a 

total income of 30.000 € per year, which then by 200 members would be 150 € per year. But they would 

be interested to see how other food forests do it (which member fees do they have?) To see if it’s a fair 

price or if they should raise it a bit. (Joep calculated during the interview shortly how much money the 

members save in their groceries and FFO 3 was after that a bit surprised) They are also selling the pear 

juice and cider. For producing it they cooperated with a brewery from Nijmengen, which came to them 

and asked if they could proceed their yield into juice. They sold them all their pears and got some of the 

cider and juice. In general this cooperation was a good and uncomplicated exchange. But a bit difficult 

was the need to write correct invoices (bureaucratic barrier). They have applied for two subsidies (one 

for Agroforestry in Gelderland and one for Biodiversity Education in cooperation with an education 

foundation and a school --> with the second funding they would make water features). But they don’t 

know yet if they will get the subsidy. FFO 3 has as another income source the consultancy of other projects 

and he works in the city council. Total income through Education: 0%; Consulting: 20%; Subsidies: 0%; Fresh 

Harvest: 10%; Processed Harvest: 5%; Other: 65% (social farm). They are already selling their processed 

harvest in their Web shop. Also, they join small markets 4-5 times a year. They have opened days two times 

a year where they also sell their products and the brewery itself sell it.  
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FFO 4 

In the first year they made crowdfunding for the 

initial investments. Fresh harvest they sell to the 

subscriptions: restaurants, brewery and VOKO as 

customers. They decide intuitively on the prices. 

The fruits which need a lot of time (like the 

berries) they sell for higher prices. The subscribers 

pay 150€ a year, the restaurants 300€ per year, 

but they are thinking about increasing the price 

for the restaurant. The VOKO charges 40-50 € 

per month. They get Income through: Tours and 

courses (50-60 tours per year, most of them in the 

summer season). They don’t want to get 

subsidies, as their goal is to have a self-sustaining 

sustainable system.  

OE 4  

For selling the measurement must be more 

detailed. When you have a brewery e.g., as a 

customer they also need to know the variety as 

they differ in taste. Also, the harvesting times 

differ depending on the variety. A need for 

market research about possible products has 

been done in her food forests in Arizona and 

Germany. In general, the context, the interest, the selling point and the education of the people around 

the food forests are of high importance when it comes to deciding on the price. Possible products are 

medical products, conserves (like ham/sirup/chutneys), drinks and "healthy foods" like superfood bars, 

balls, or powder. In general, the high nutrients of food forest fruits should be valued and for flowers you 

can charge high prices. Also, in general through even simple processing you add a value to the products. 

About education a food forest can also make an income as it’s still an unknown concept, same about 

consultation. But she recommends either focusing on education or consultancy, as it is important to have 

a certain professionality and that you cannot develop on both at the same time. Also, some fresh food 

should always be considered for self-sufficiency, which also saves costs for the food forest owners. 

Subsidies she says will be important on larger scales, but they are bureaucratic. So, she would recommend 

starting something like crowdfunding. Which also needs some effort, but in comparison to subsidies you 

are more flexible in general. As another income source she mentioned events, like dining events, but 

there you also need a certain infrastructure for a community. In general, it’s always a question of diversity 

vs. specialization. You need enough space and time. She said that the products of a food forest shall stay 

within the region (~50km) and the price of transportation will also play a role in pricing. 

FFO 5 

The Food Forest started not even one year after planting their whole system (May 2022) with selling flowers 

and other herbaceous layer products as well as leave products of purposefully planted but also of plants 

Picture 10 Caragana arborescens in food forest 

Haarzuilens (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder) 
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that appeared by themselves in their system to different customers. Now they have 4 customers, most of 

them restaurants. They had an intern from HAS who made a deep analysis of their potential economic 

development (Swart 2022). Through this internship they gained the customers. The pricing is based on 

several things. They want to need to be paid for the design and other initial costs and labor (e.g., planting, 

infrastructure, the harvest, the management, the delivery, the rent for the place). First, they let the 

restaurants pick the harvest up by themselves, but it was a burden for the restaurants who already worked 

a lot during the days. As one of the sisters is from Eindhoven and the restaurants are on her way back to 

home, they deliver the orders to the restaurants on her way home. They are also thinking about processing 

their food, they especially want it to prevent food loss and make the food durable. But the barriers (e.g., 

hygiene laws, professional kitchen and other infrastructure, labeling, recipes, labeling) are too high now. 

They also want to diversify their customer base. Their business mission is to connect people to nature with 

food and this can also be succeeded if you also have access to generic restaurants. Processed food may 

help to overcome the barrier of access to the generic restaurant and other customers. From September 

on they will sell their products on a web shop. So, it’s getting more available for customers. They also had 

one workshop where they harvested and processed the food for a small lunch, but that won’t also be 

their focus at the moment, as it was too expensive and time intensive. They still need to setup the 

infrastructure, as the want to do it more professional. But the feedback from the people who visited the 

workshop was positive. They also get feedback from the restaurants where they sell their products to, like 

how long the fresh food last in the fridge, which sells good, which does not. They also learn through this 

feedback how the restaurants process the products/integrate in their dishes and the flavors and textures 

of the products. This year they tried to gain some money through a self-picking flower possibility, but it did 

not work out well. Next year they plan to do it with edible flowers so they could also sell them and make 

the harvest easier .  

“In the first few years, the harvest of a food forest mainly exists out of annual crops and some perennial 

crops. After 10 years, the harvest should be at It’s peak. However, because most food forests in the 

Netherlands are still very young, the collected harvest is minimal. The consequence of this minimal supply 

is the lack of a substantial sales market for food forest products.” (Swart 2022, p. 8) 

FFO 6 

At the moment they do not sell anything, but they have several potential selling points in mind: one local 

organic food store, one regional catering start-up, a high class restaurant in Den Bosch, the organic 

market on Friday mornings (they could give their products to a market where others would sell the 

products for them). Looking at this list one can understand that at this point the expectation management 

in-between the different interested stakeholders is very important. If you say you will offer certain products 

to a selling point you make yourself vulnerable. If you don’t really know what you can offer, you can not 

guarantee the product. This uncertainty about the potential harvest makes the management and selling 

of the harvest complex. The next step will be to invite the interested stakeholders to the side and give 

them a tour so they see what they can expect. After that they want to talk with them about the detailed 

selling and pricing conditions. In general the selling situation is quite unsure but as the food forest den 

food bosch has a name already they imagen it to work out compared to other more unknown food 

forests quite easily.  

http://www.localfoodeindhoven.nl/
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Until next year they receive funding from the waterboard but next year a new agreement will come. More 

or less 70% of the income they generate through tours and other educational offers. 20% of the last year’s 

income was generated through the harvest of the previous managers and 10% through selling cuttings.  

In general he said that the economic viability of food forests can not be researched by looking at only 

small plots like den food bosch, as they have not that big an influence on their environment and 

surrounding. Every food forest is individual in their history, environmental data, soil, social situation etc.. 

Extrapolating the data from den food bosch to a bigger scale is hard. One generated only indicators and 

tendencies about what you might carefully expect. Too many factors are involved and hence predictions 

about the outcome of a food forest are hard.  

In the beginning den food bosch had a high economic focus as the foundation den food bosch has an 

agreement with a “innovative unternehmen mit nature” for the design process (the bachelor thesis of 

Janine). But this strong firm economic base from the beginning, based on a “dept” has changed. After 

the new board members discussed that topic they decided to forgot the economic focus for a while and 

to focus on the progress of creating the ecological structure of the food forest. So the systems secondary 

goal is the economic side but the ecological the first.  

FFO 7  

The main question the FFO asks himself is: Do humans want to work outside in the future? And: How to pay 

the high weights in the Netherlands? For him the answer of paying lies therefore in the “employment” of 

robots and machines, who do not need a fair weight. The prices they decided based on the conventional 

prices. At the moment they sell their products to local restaurants, because of the low quantity. In long-

term they plan to sell their fresh product to a bigger company, who will then distribute and process them. 

In general, they planted and harvest and also price mainly commercial fruits/crops and only a few 

experimental crops. Through the dense planting another income source is the selling of the fruits trees 

which are to much in the system.  

4.2.4. Food from the Forest 

The FFO should tell in which category they see themselves.  

Table 3 Knowledge and usage of the economic test from food from the forest through the FFO 

 Uses the tool Does not use the tool 

Know the tool A 

FFP 3, FFO 7(once)  

B 

FFO 2, FFO 1, FFO 5  

Does not know the tool  C 

FFO 4, FFO 6 

FFO 1  

B, Knows the tool but does not use it:   

Ketelbroek is too complicated and cannot be represented/ modeled in the system. He said Schijndel 

Food Forest already made the calculation based on the model of Yann. But he said that the lack of 

motivation is complex. Because to fill it out you need a lot of time and there is no need for the people, 

but he also said it’s different for each project /food forest. 
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FFO 2 

B: Knows it but does not use it:   

Not doing it because they get no short-term profit out of it. It seems like it’s not necessary for them. There 

are big tensions like time vs. energy vs. urgency which then result in not using the tool. As the economic 

viability is safe already. The setting of infrastructure is necessary e.g. good system, parameters and how 

to count, you need a paid person who does it for you. In general, he said the tool is useless for him as it 

has no scientific basis, which you need if you want to use it for getting funding. It would be too early to 

conclude anything. Also, they have their own system which they use for bookkeeping. He mentioned 

that in general there are very few practices most focus on gaining experiences of designers and 

gardeners, the current goal is to get good practices. It’s still in the pioneer’s phase. He said in general it 

would be good to collect data but in the scientific base to have more reliability. But he said with the 

good practices from the pioneers the system will prove it’s economic viability itself. He says farmers are 

more interested in seeing how others do it and use their own figures. For the bank and institutions, it would 

be indeed important to have good statistical analyses. But here the cat bites it’s own tail because for 

good research you need to pay people for it. Bastiaan with the NMP in cooperation with the green deal 

has a funded project which is also citizen science based but the quality is still low. He really applied to the 

governmental side to provide fundings for "real" researchers, academics to do this research. 

FFO 3 

A: Uses and knows it:  

He uses an Excel sheet already, the food from the forest Economic Test tool is not asking everything they 

bookkeep. He was in the testing phase. Filled it out once after that. After our interview he directly filled it 

out the second time. He said in the beginning it is hard to estimate/guess the yield and income. Now after 

two years it is easier. They use their own bookkeeping where they write down how many sold juices, ciders, 

pears they have, how many CSA members. He remembers the ecological tests because of the mail, but 

at the same time he gets a lot of mail every day so keeping remembering is a good strategy. He would 

like to compare his food forest with food forests from the same "Category" he refers to what I call the 

"theme “, so e.g., educational, agricultural, orchard. This is more interesting for him than compared with 

every food forest, so the diversity of food forests is a barrier for the comparisons. He things it would be nice 

for him if he could compare thinks like the membership fees, the starting points, the prices they take for 

the fruits. 

FFO 4 

C: Dont knows and dont uses it:   

They collect their invoices and have their own bookkeeping system. FFO 4 mentioned he suggested in 

the beginning that the production will be relevant after the system is established 10 years. He does not 

want to use the tool as he does not want to work more time on the computer than he already does. He’s 

also not interested in sharing and comparing his prices with others as the prices are depending on the 

local population (in his case hippies and farmers) and if the people buy a thing, he knows that the price 

is good and not too high or low. The price setting is at the moment an experiment for everyone. He tries 

not to charge more than the supermarkets as he does not want to become the tesla in food. He wants to 

provide food for middle income people, food for every day. So, he is orientating more on the conventional 

prices and not the organic. 
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FFO 5 

B: Knows it but does not use it: 

The FFO 5 hasn’t looked into the tool yet, but she guesses that it will take too much time to fill it out. The 

threshold is, that there are other things, which needs to be done more urgent or have another kind of 

higher priority so that the monitoring of the data, even if It’s important it is less of a priority. She also worried 

that it might be quite complex because she already made that experience with the excel sheet from the 

HAS University for the financial prediction for the future. Even if this tool is handy, it is quite complex, which 

takes a lot of time for her to use it.  

FFO 5 uses her own excel sheets:  

- Billing sheets: What people ordered when and how much they delivered.  

- Sheet 2: What can be ordered when in what quantity. So tracking when can be harvested what 

(small. Medium. Large) This is necessary to know how many restaurants you can deliver with what 

in which time of the year.  

She visions food forests only planted for harvest measuring as the other things you need to do when having 

a food forest are then not having such a high priority.  

She would recommend Food from the Forest to sell the tool as a product and communicate it more like 

that. A harvest accounting system with harvesting could be one possibility she can imagen. With that the 

FFO can use it for their pricing and organizing the harvest and compare it with other FFO. It is no data 

collecting tool, but an accounting tool, which can be integrated in your work system. She can imagen to 

keep it on the one side anonymize but also to have the possibility to compare your data with other Food 

Forests. To reflect especially about the prices and the benchmark they set now for the prices of the new 

food forest products.  

FFO 6 

C: Dont knows and dont uses it:  

FFO 6 is also part of the NMVB and their loyalty to this monitoring tool is therefore at the moment there. In 

general the other board members are deeper into using online tools, which is why FFO 6was not sure what 

he would like to be provided by the tool. In general the idea of making administration more simple he 

finds good. I presented to him the idea of connecting the economic test with a bookkeeping platform 

and he said it would depend on the cost for using the tool if he uses it or not.  

He also mentioned the stichting voedselbosbouw next to the NMVB as another monitoring stakeholder. 

In general he said having a competition between the different stakeholders would be a pity and that a 

cooperation between those three (and others) would be nicer.  

Also his loyalty to the NMVB was the major barrier for this interview and is why it has been made quite late 

in the internship.  

In general it’s easy to state that food forests offer answers to several sustainability problems. But you have 

to prove it and as the food forests are at the moment young and small, the research on them will probably 

already give some tendencies but we need to wait another five to ten years to be able to prove those 

hypotheses with data.  
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FFO 7 

A: Uses and knows it: 

They used it once in the beginning, so three years ago. He likes that you can put in more than just the 

economic data e.g. the soil type and the focus of the food forest in general. He founds it challenging to 

develope one tool, which fits for the individual, specific situation of all food forests at once. This is why 

they developed their own excel/ monitoring sheet, which they use. In general he thinks the tool can be 

interesting to get external inputs e.g. about what is happening somewhere else, which plants are how 

successfull under similar conditions. Comparing prices he does not find very useful as one can do that 

also through a simple phone call.  

4.2.5. Personal Question  

OE 2  

The economy is very important for the goal of transformation. She defines the economy as all the 

practices that constitute livelihood. Ideally all economic practices would serve an ecological livelihood 

that is sustainable for future generations, non-human and human. In that sense economie is always trying 

to be objective and she says it is getting more and more important to move away from that. At the end 

we all have ideas on where we want to go and most of these are not supported by the government now. 

We shall try to find practices which are not capitalistic practices. Because there are more than just 

capitalistic practices. This leads to practices like household and care work which are mostly done by 

women and not valued that much. Also, social enterprises where you distribute the profit in a different 

way. In this kind of question many FFO she talked to are into these kinds of questions. Many of the people 

she met were kind of hopeless in their lives, where they didn’t know what to do and food forestry was a 

way of giving them hope again.  

OE 3  

He thinks that food forests on their own will never bring economic profitability. These are then agroforestry 

systems. Caused by the economy wanting to simplify, food forests are just too complex. Agroforestry 

systems are simple. Food forests can be used when a complex and not simple solution is needed. e.g., 

when the land is no longer usable for agriculture e.g. in Brandenburg are a lot of eroded areas. You can 

use them to improve the soil health and in between the food forests you can someday begin with 

agroforestry the harvest of grains again. The worse for conventional agriculture the land is, the more 

economic profitability a food forest can bring. So, you cannot look at one food forest or the concept 

itself. You need to contextualize. 

FFO 1  

He said in 2009 the economic side of the food forest had no importance (which was luxury), as he and his 

partner had other income sources. They expected to not get any income out of it for 15 years. After that 

time frame they wanted to show how farming and nature comes together. But during their tours a lot of 

people asked for their business model, and they had none. But they realized they had very few expenses 

left, so the income started. The profit then came faster than expected and wished. But when you start a 

food forest and need investors, many of them want to know more in detail about the income and the 
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growth of the crops, the profit of the system and he became more interested through that, that the 

economic side of a food forest is also important. And therefore this work of the internship is important.  

Assumption from me why people don’t measure their harvest: 

1- Motivation  

2- Access to data (Bookkeeping)  

3- Occurrence of the data  

4- Limitation of the food from the forest tool 

He thinks based on the list of assumptions that the motivation is not a lack of motivation but It’s more 

complicated as the variety of species, the different harvest amounts (many quite small) and the different 

harvest times lead to a high time consumption and high bureaucratic work to do the measurement of 

the harvest and it’s not needed that much. Partly some people tend to look at food forests as on other 

agriculture systems with one crop or plantation. And the food forests are everywhere different, so the 

comparability is hard.  

FFO 2 

He said it is everything if you have no income out of it it’s a hobby. There is a need to have a sustainable 

money supply. It’s an important part of the system transformation.  

FFO 3 

In the first year they still sprayed ecological pesticides, because if they did not do it the orchards around 

him would have sprayed twice the amount and he was really surprised by the amount of biological 

spraying they used. His big goal is to show other orchards that they can still be a profitable farmer without 

pesticides and fertilizers. He wants his income to be independent from the project as the project should 

be a pilot project. Hence, he would share the harvest/yield data, but not his design in detail, because it’s 

the main part of their business model. But in between there’s the question of which trees should be planted 

because of the economic potential where he sees also the potential of exchange with others on the food 

from the forest network. 

FFO 4 

Economic side is important in the long run. Through this it can be an inspiration for farmers and they can 

get independence from subsidies. On the other hand, a rational system with a focus on FFO 2imum 

harvest cannot be the only goal.  He mentioned the “Law of instruments10” which is why farmers cannot 

understand food forests at the moment, as they cannot use their machines in them. Therefore the 

development of light harvesting machines is necessary, or in the US they already invented drones for 

harvesting or other small machinery for cherry harvest for jam and juice production. This could also be 

used for the nuts and other falling fruits.  

OE 4  

The economic side is the base. We have a strong urge to regenerate the earth and for that the 

economic/market side is essential. 

 
10 If you have a tractor it’s like having a hammer everything looks like a nail. Farmers don’t know how to work in these 

environments, showing them how is a goal from the FFO.  
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FFO 5 

Social impact is next to ecology very important for them. As mentioned in 4.2.3. their business mission is to 

connect people with nature through food. They would like to create meaningful jobs for people who are 

otherwise not working or do not get the opportunity, such as people with physical and or mental 

disabilities. They want to show that FFO is not only a hobby and fun but a real job. In addition, they are 

always exploring ways in which they can connect with the events in the community in the village they 

are located.  

OE 5  

In general, the question of what they are doing for the food system transformation is important to answer. 

For whom do we generate the data? Now we still are at a starting point because the food forests are still 

quite young. When they are around 10 to 15 years the interesting part for him will start. So, the most 

important thing they need is time. 

FFO 6 

 

“You understand that it’s not our hobby; this is serious business. And as long as we life within a society in 

which economy is the main thing, we are governed by economic rules and laws, this is extremely 

important.”  

But as den Food Bosch, they need to be careful and modest. The food forest Schijndl is the case where it 

becomes serious. Farmers struggle in the Netherlands due to different reasons (especially the nitrogen 

crisis) and they have to see the alternatives. That it’s worthwhile for them to change and have the 

transition. At the moment there is also a program which helps farmers to transition at least a small part of 

their farm to a food forest like system.  

FFO 7  

The economic side is important but most important is the regeneration of the soil and biodiversity. The 

economy must follow.  

4.2.6. Ending  

OE 1 

His personal definition of "economy“: social construct and decide on what you want and what you don’t 

want. High importance is the freedom of choices. Between them there are tradeoffs one needs to be 

aware of. Choices always have diverse consequences which need to be considered.  

OE 2  

As a sociologist she urged to see that numbers are just numbers at the end. We are always interpreting 

the data differently. Providing the context is important to interpret the numbers correctly at the end.  

OE 3  

It is always important to know what we are talking about so the definition of a food forest is important. For 

him not the question of how many wooden structures or how many layers are important. (In Agriculture 
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you divide between picking and shaking fruit. “You don’t want anything under your shaking fruit during 

the harvest”. High trees you don’t climb on them, you shake them. Also, the size is not what he thinks 

defines a food forest, because it also depends on the context. When you are surrounded by conventional 

agriculture you need at least 0,5 ha but if you plant something in a more nature related area it can also 

be smaller and still a food forest. For him the richness of structures defines a food forest in combination 

with a high number of wooden plants. In direct comparison Agroforestry is not structure rich. 

FFO 1 

FFO 1 mentioned last year they harvested 1200 kg Apple, which the brewery measured and the produced 

cidre with it. He also mentioned the division between common fruits (like apples and plums) and exotic 

fruits (like Pawpaw and Secuan pepper). He said that the market for specific fruits like the pepper and 

the bamboo in Europe does not exist and the high kitchen restaurants ask if they can buy from him 

because the expenses to transport it are really high. But he does not produce enough at all to cover the 

asked amount of harvest. Also he said that working alone is boring and repetitive, especially in the 

harvesting time it makes much more fun to harvest together with other people. He also said that 85% of 

the area shall be for production and other human uses and 15% of the whole area should only be 

available for nature, animals and species so no human inside at all, to increase the natural resilience and 

that also larger animals/predators/mammals can settle. He said that paid research would be important. 

At the moment there’s no money for having proper long term research provided from the government. 

Only sometimes students work on it but it’s necessary to have it also done by long-term fully educated 

academics (not his words but my interpretation). 

FFO 3 

He mentioned shortly the possibility of interlinking his bookkeeping system with the economic test of food 

from the forest. And he also mentioned that it’s important to have somebody who is at the end of the day 

responsible for bookkeeping. If not it will never have a high priority on the ToDo List and this list is really 

long in a food forest. 

After our interview FFO 3 not only measured his harvest of currents (red, black, pink and whites) and 

calculated that on these days the harvest has had a value from more than 100 €, but also he filled out 

the economic test directly. 

FFO 4 

FFO 4 highlighted that it is important to also focus on the story and not too much on economics, you 

cannot compare food forests with conventional agriculture (especially the harvest) when not taking into 

stake the external costs. The profitability must be calculated differently from what we know as food forests 

have zero external cost. Put into account the carbon prices he suggests, this would show the profitability 

of food forests in comparison to traditional farming immediately. He said we are too early, the harvest in 

food forests will start in seven to ten years after the planting and then we need to reflect on who we 

enslave. Before people were enslaved inside the food production system, then fossils - what comes next? 

Kyara and FFO 5 

It’s important for them to get more knowledge about how to standardize the harvesting process. They 

need to know more about the expectable and size of the fruits, leaves and fruits (for communicating the 
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potential yield to customers). They ask themselves why so many food forests are not using their 

herbaceous layer. The Lazy farmer paradigm is suggesting that a food forest is no work. This is wrong. This 

makes it even harder for them to communicate the prices because the customers presume the prices 

must be lower because you don’t need to work a lot in the systems. They have a perception problem 

from the food forests movement. And on the other side the cultural gap to the farmers is higher. Because 

they are proud if they are working hard. Working hard leads to good results. They want to combine both. 

Nature is their friend, but an unpredictable one you need to adapt to. They put in a lot of work by doing 

the design, planting, setting of the food chain, harvesting, marketing, water, social media and others so 

they also need to get return of these investments. 

OE 5 (Schroeder 7/15/2022) 

A lot of students are starting to look deeper inside the potential economic businesses of food forests and 

on the question how to value other ecosystem services next to food production. 

FFO 6 

We need to learn to be patient. Look at the natural succession and learning from that that building an 

ecological community needs time. Many people expect too many things in too little time, even though 

nature is often unexpected fast. We need to practice patience. The time will teach us but we as humans 

are in conflict between urgency and the time nature needs and the increasing fastness of our society 

and our economy. This patience has not only a philosophical reason but also a practical one: If you are 

not patience, you might be frustrated when you want to create a food forest.  

4.2.7. Summary  

While listening to the recording again and writing down the results one side step was taking notes and 

finding patterns. Based on this this summary is constructed. The observations from chapter 4.2. are all 

already a summary itself and the important parts are highlighted in big. The summary is structured as a 

questionnaire so one can look inside the for your interesting questions.   

 

Figure 15 Harvest measurement and it’s main influences 
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The figure 15 I constructed to show how the different components of this research play into each other 

and to depict why you cannot look at the measurement of the harvest without looking at the other 

components, especially the harvest and the price setting.  

4.2.7.1. Harvest 

What is harvested?  

In most of the times we referred to harvest as yield of edible fruits, sometimes also of leaves and flowers. 

Many mentioned other kinds of harvest like social components e.g., social get together or own 

therapeutic effects. Some mentioned CO2- sequestration as one kind of harvest, you can get a profit from. 

But from now on the harvest is only referring to the fruits and leaves of edible plants. 

A food forest can have more yields than fruits and leaves. Several parts of the ecosystems could be 

harvested not only for edible causes but also for production, energy, and medical purposes. But this did 

not have a focus during the interview.  

Who harvests?  

“Conventional agriculture with It’s long rows of the same thing is a champion of efficiency. In a food 

forest, harvesting is more complicated. Who is going to pick all those chestnuts, berries and walnuts?” 

 - van Dinther 2018 (Translated with DeepL) 

Depending on the socioeconomic model of the food forests three main harvesters could be identified: 

The FFO themselves, volunteers and customers (CSA members, employees from the customers like from 

the restaurants). Also, machines or robots could be the harvester of the future but as only one of the FFO 

uses them yet there is not enough knowledge yet to share about them.  

As using volunteers were mentioned by many of the FFO and the OE in the interviews a short analysis of 

having volunteers as harvesters in a food forest has been made in table 2. The main barrier I think is the 

knowledge, which is why I market it in red. To provide for the volunteers the knowledge about the system 

design and the species in an accessible and easy way could be a window of opportunity for a food forest 

who wants to work with volunteers. This requires initially a lot of work, but I would guess that this work will 

be returned quite soon.  
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Table 4 SWOT Analysis of having Volunteers in a Food Forest for Harvesting. In the brackets you can see 

from which FFO or if the statement came from an OE)  

How (and with which tools) does the harvest happen?  

Because of the complexity of the system one barrier the harvesting people face is finding the plants to 

harvest. They must know this system by heart, have a plan with an overview or the system is designed in a 

way which makes the harvesting easy. This is also framed as a “rational” design. 

The food forests who harvest are 

having or have mentioned an 

electric car as one of the main tools 

for the harvesting. They are not as 

heavy as a tractor, so they are not 

compacting the soil too much. Also, 

I could observe them using scissors, 

buckets, cooling systems and one 

FFO also mentioned a ladder for the 

higher trees. As most of the food 

forests are still young, a ladder will 

be used in every food forest in the 

future.  

OE and FFO also mentioned robots 

as being an important machine for harvesting. In general, the work on the food forest side will probably 

be higher than promoted now. One OE mentioned that for producing food enslavement has happened 

most of the times as the amount of work needed to produce food is high. Before industrialization he 

mentioned that people have been enslaved, now we are enslaving fossils and he asks himself which 

enslavement will be the next. (Sustainable) robots and other machines which are not depending on fossils 

will probably especially on larger scale food forest important tools for the harvesting.  

Positive Negative 

Strengths:  

- Are intrinsic motivated (Mortelke)  

- Are available (Waalgaard, Mortelke)  

 

Weaknesses:  

- Don´t get paid so expect another kind of 

reward (e.g., information, fun, chat)( Mortelke, 

Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- Don’t know the system and plants good so 

they need a lot of instructions (Mortelke, 

Schijndl, Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- It’s sometimes hard to keep them engaged 

(Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- You need to have the infrastructure for them 

(Coöperatie Ondergrond, Waalgaard) 

Opportunities:  

- Having them for specific days (Mortelke, 

Haarzuilens) 

- Setting (easy understandable) rules and tasks 

for the commons for increasing the possibility to 

take self-responsibility (Haarzuilens, Coöperatie 

Ondergrond)  

Threats:  

- You cannot expect doing hard work, but you 

need people also for the hard work (Mortelke) 

- Knowledge gap can in worst case lead to 

damage of plants, wrong harvest, financial loss 

(Mortelke, OE 1, Haarzuilens) 

Picture 11 FFO 5 after the harvest making notes in food forest 

Mortelke (Photo credits: Mercedes Schroeder) 
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Ernst Götsch is doing important research on so-called “Peace-Farming Technology”. They try to develop 

a set of machines for farmers which are not causing high soil compaction and can deal with a high variety 

of different crops and layers. Until now they have already developed and also produced the “Tree line 

preparer” which is helping to prepare compacted soils for planting trees with a minimal disturbance of 

the soil life. They have not developed a harvesting machine but keeping an eye on their development is 

highly recommended.  

When does the harvest happen?  

The main harvest season in a food forest begins in June and ends in October. But this highly depends on 

the species you have in a food forest and the harvest you are looking for. Even in winter a food forest can 

have root crops or in early spring one could harvest flowers. So there is in comparison to conventional 

agriculture not one peak of two weeks but you can harvest over the whole summer and autumn and 

even above that. This leads to a need for more continued work during the year.  

4.2.7.2. Measurement 

Why is the measurement of the yield necessary?  

The interest in food forests and their economic potential is increasing over the last few years and therefore 

will probably increase even more in the next few years. People with different stakes are interested in the 

data so they can plan their new system or transform their old systems into a state with a higher yield. The 

selection of specific species and varieties can be based on the expectations about the yield and for that 

the data first needs to be generated.  

When your food forest has an economic focus, and you want it to be your job and not just a hobby you 

need to build up the business to get an income. You need data about the harvest and the labor for 

deciding on a fair price as the conventional and organic prices in supermarkets are not depicting the 

price of a food forest product at all. Each food forest is oriented on different prices and a database on 

yield and labor will help to establish a new price for the yield of these regenerative systems.  

Also, when it comes to the next step: The selling of your products (no matter if you want to sell them fresh 

or proceeded) you need to know what to expect for selling. Of course, it depends on the landscape and 

conditions of the land, and it differs between the years. But the average can help to define a good price.  

Who measures the yield? 

Just a small amount of food forests are measuring their yield. These food forests all have a reason for that 

l like building up a professional business model, writing an annual report for their subsidy’s sources or their 

learning process as a consultant. The rest of food forest owners are just not having the urgency to measure 

their yield.  

The importance of food forests older than 5 years must be highlighted as many of the FFO and the OE 

mentioned that the data monitoring from this age on is the most interesting one as they expect from there 

on the growth of harvest to start. One FFO also started using and measuring from the beginning on their 

yield and I am asking myself how we can set up a database depicting the yield growth over years of a 

food forest when we are not measuring it from the first year on. At the same time I can also comprehend 

https://www.rhenustek.ch/index.php/produkte/TLP-80-S
https://www.rhenustek.ch/index.php/produkte/TLP-80-S
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that measuring a yield which is really small is arduous and probably unsatisfying micro-work and that 

therefore there is a need for a reward for this work.  

How and when is the yield measured?  

As only a few FFO I interviewed really measure their yields, it’s difficult to summarize this. In general, they 

are using a scale (digital or manual) and write down the amount in g or kg. One thing mentioned more 

often is that they are interested in knowing as precisely as possible (variety) the yield. But at the same 

time the detailed harvest monitoring needs time, which most of them like to spend elsewhere on their side 

for ecological or social purposes. As the economy has for the majority no urgency the harvest 

measurement is not on the top of their To-Do List. Some FFO and OE mentioned they could imagine that 

a scale at the entrance could support the monitoring as it lowers the barrier on setting up the scale and 

also keeps remembering them when entering and exiting the side. On the other hand, to write each 

variety down seems to be handy. But also, just writing down the species would increase the database.  

 

Picture 12 FFO 5 measuring and packing the harvest in food forest Mortelke (Photo credits: Mercedes 

Schroeder) 

4.2.7.3. Other Questions 

How do you decide on the prices of the products in a food forest?  

The pricing depends on the obstacle of your food forest. But if your focus is economically you need to get 

with your harvest your return of investment. This means all the work you did before needs to be paid back. 

The design of the system, the planting, the office work for setting up the food chain, the harvesting, the. 

The first steps many FFO have are: doing the design, planting and setting of the food chain (market 

analyses, marketing, customer relation). After that also the harvesting, marketing, watering and social 

media work are ongoing tasks which also need to be paid. A big difference between food forests and 
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other forms of agriculture is that they don’t receive any subsidies so far. So the prices of the products are 

expected to be higher at the moment.   

But as many FFO are not only focusing on the return on investments but on making healthy food available 

for everyone the prices are mostly lower than the organic prices in the supermarkets.  

I would recommend having a solidary price setting model. You offer three different price categories. The 

middle one is the one with which you can cover your costs and have a return on investments so far that 

you reach no profit but also have no debts after a certain amount of time. The higher price from that one 

is giving you a profit and the lower price is for people who cannot afford the medium price. So the 

customers themselves can decide what they want to pay.  

As each food forest is different from each other, each example is unique which is why it’s hard to give 

more concrete advice. But for the food forest Waalgaard who has a customer’s base of 20 at the 

moment, wanting to have 200 customers where each person pays only 150€ per month I would highly 

recommend this model as it will make the costs of the system more transparent and it is adaptable.  

Another pricing possibility would be to base your prices on the carbon sequestration done by your system. 

So depending on how much CO2 is stored per year in the system the price is. So the older the food forest 

the higher the prices go, but also in the beginning the food forests store a lot of carbon, as younger trees 

grow faster and have a higher carbon storage per year than older trees. But in general the topic of 

carbon sequestration potential of food forests is not researched enough for giving advice here. But the 

subsidies from the government could also go towards paying for the fulfillment of NCP also to the 

fulfillment of carbon storage of the system.  

Which role does the design play for the harvest and the measurement of the harvest?  

To find your harvest the design can help from the beginning on. The rational design is the term which FFO 

1 has established in contrast to the “romantic” design. When talking about rational designs several points 

can play into this. One major difference to the “romantic” design is that the number of species is smaller. 

In general, between 50 to 80 species in total. This makes the harvesting and selling easier as you can focus 

better. At the same time, it’s in comparison to other food production systems still a high number of species 

to manage. The plants are mostly planted in rows with paths in between. In one row one can find a 

specific species combination or only one species. The diversity and layers of food forests are still 

represented in these systems but all over the place and not over all spaces. This makes it easier to find the 

species and to harvest them, too as you can use small machines for support. Another dimension is the 

harvesting time which one can consider during the design process. So, you can design your system in a 

way that the harvesting times are focused on one part of your side in a certain time frame, so you have 

peaks in which you are inside a specific part of the system for harvest, but you do not disturb the whole 

system all over the year.  

A point which has been mentioned at the side several times were also birds, who also want to have a 

share on your harvest. Which can also be another reason why measuring the harvest in the first years is 

nor important, as the harvest will be eaten by the birds anyways.  FFO 3 from the Waalgaard mentioned 

that birds are attracted to red and small fruits, which is why he also planted trees especially for the birds 

on his sides and tries to have varieties of small fruits in other colors which are not as visible for the birds like 

pink currants.  
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Which role does the management play for the harvest and the measurement of the harvest?  

The amount of management needed in a food forest is something which is (like the design) depending 

on the purpose of a food forest. FFO 1 is promoting the “Lazy Farming concept” 

“That needs some explanation because a farmer cannot afford to be lazy. He must plough, harrow, 

fertilize, sow, weed, spray, spray, harvest. And the following year, everything starts all over again. So, the 

farmer ploughs on, earning his living in the sweat of his brow.  

But in the food forest, everything is different. Here, weeds are called "free biomass". There is no ploughing, 

no sowing, no weeding and certainly no spraying. Here, they plant and then harvest endlessly: seeds, 

flowers, shoots, buds, tubers, nuts, apples, pears and plums; the fruit doesn't fall from the trees just yet. 

Welcome to the paradise of lazy farmers.” (van Dinther 2018) 

With regard to food production and a “rational” design the amount of work needed is still expected to 

be lower than the amount of work needed in a conventional agricultural system.  

FFO 1 refers with this “paradise of lazy farmers” to a farming practice and theory of the farming 

philosopher Masanobu Fukuoka who propagated a “philosophy of nothing”. 

Looking at Masanobus website they write:  

The lazy farming concept “It is not doing nothing; it is farming by subtraction. […] Since humans can never 

truly understand nature completely, do not do anything unnecessary. But this is different from giving a 

free hand. Nature is hard on lazy farmers.”- (Masanobu Fukuoka Natural Farm) 

The Food Forest Mortelke said in their interview “Nature is our friend, but an unpredictable one you need 

to adapt to him.” 

So, on one hand you want to subtract your management and use the natural processes like succession 

and nutrient cycles for lowering your own work. On the other hand, management still needs to be done 

because “nature is hard on lazy farmers”. As a food forest with economic focus accessibility to the plants 

when you want to harvest them is important. Also, the use of other layers than the canopy layer from the 

first years on increases your economic resilience as you have a higher diversity of products to sell even if 

each product by itself is not producing a lot in the first year.  

The amount of management needed in a rational food forest is also one reason why these food forests 

cannot be seen as a hobby anymore. For the supply of affordable and healthy food for everyone and 

the providing of several ecosystem services jobs are needed. Especially when it comes to transformation, 

the entrepreneurship of FFO is needing a development focus.  

Another interesting point regarding the management and work time in a food forest is that is has been 

mentioned as not being labor at all. From a psychological perspective this could be explained by farming 

self-efficacy and It’s contribution to the wellbeing (Brown et al. 2022). Brown et al found out “that 

regenerative agriculture may support long-term adaptation to climatic variability through building 

farming self-efficacy and wellbeing”. Food forests can be seen as a part of regenerative agriculture which 

means that the outlook on large scale food forest as not being a lazy farming concept and needing a lot 

of manual work is nothing negative per se. On the contrary the work in such systems may lead to a higher 

wellbeing of the people working on these sides.  
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Which role plays/could play the food from the forest tool?  

The economic test from food from the forest has not had a high focus during the interviews. Nevertheless, 

a rough analysis of it’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats could be done based on the 

interview data (see Table 5). The phase four = ideate (chapter 4.4.) has been based on this SWOT analysis. 

The other results were of course also included in it.  

In general, one can already conclude that the potential of using citizen science for the monitoring of the 

economic potential of food forests (and especially their yield) is there but has some major limitations. The 

most important ones are the scale and theme of the food forests. As most of the food forests registered 

at this platform are focusing on creating a small-scale food forest with focus on self-supply and a high 

recreational value for biodiversity the monitoring can still be interesting and contributing to an important 

data set. But the barrier to convince the food forest owners to measure and fill in their data is higher than 

on large scale food forest with economic as one of their themes.  

Table 5 SWOT Analyse11 economic test from food from the forest 

 

4.3. Define  

Time: Persona created on the 29.07.2022 

The goal is a common level of knowledge. Contradictory experiences or results are not a bad thing but 

can be used for discussion and later ideation.  

 
11 Comments from the interviews and insight from me about the economic test from food from the forest 

are the base for this SWOT  

Positive Negative 

Strengths:  

- Large amount of food forests over the whole 

Netherlands have a profile on the website from 

food from the forest website(most of them 

small scale, for private consumption) 

- Food from the forest has a representation in the 

Dutch media  

- Is for free for the FFO  

- Does not need a lot of time to fill the economic 

test out (Waalgaard) 

Weaknesses:  

- One needs a lot of time to fill the economic test 

out (Schijndl, Haarzuilens)     

- You get no short-term profit out of using the tool 

(Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- Food forests have already their own 

bookkeeping system (Coöperatie 

Ondergrond, Waalgaard) 

Opportunities:  

- Building up a urgency (external motivation) or 

reward (internal motivation) for filling out the 

test 

- Continues remembering of the FFO to fill out 

the test (Waalgaard) 

- Test could help to set up the economic 

infrastructure (bookkeeping) of the food forest 

(Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- Provide data and examples for farmers 

(Coöperatie Ondergrond) 

- FFO could compare their data regarding e.g., 

membership fees, starting points and 

development, fruits with food forests with 

similar starting conditions and goals 

(Waalgaard) 

Threats:  

- Each food forest is different and complex, it’s 

hard to represent/model these systems. 

(Schijndl, Haarzuilens)     

- No scientific basis of the test, which means that 

the data is not reliable. But real scientific 

research costs a lot of money (Coöperatie 

Ondergrond) 
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For understanding the FFO better and to make recommendations regarding the tool fitting their needs I 

made three personas (mixed-economic model, ecological biodiversity and economic production). These 

three are a further development of the themes from the theoretical framework combined with the results 

of my observation phase.  

The general purpose of a persona is to create profiles of people (visually as a real profile with fictitious or 

real name). The goal is to visualize what needs, what opinion, what background these persons have.  

To create personas,  an insight in their perspective is necessary. Through the observation phase by doing 

interviews and summarizing them I got a deep insight in the FFO perspective. Together with Kira, who grew 

up in Germany, volunteered in the Dominican Republic and studied in the Netherlands. Along her journey 

she was always eager to learn more about regeneration practices. Hence, she chose to study 

International Food and Agribusiness and focused in her Bachelor thesis on shortening the time to reach 

the point of the return of investment for food forest farmers in the Netherlands. Now, in her Master study 

Agroecology, she is looking at regeneration from an ecological perspective. 

I decided to do this with her because inside creative phases it’s always better to have another 

perspective with whom one can exchange and discuss.  

 

Figure 16 Persona 1: Mixed economic model 
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Figure 17 Persona 2: Ecological biodiversity 

 

Figure 18 Persona 3: Economic production 

Based on these personas one can clearly see that all of them want to contribute to increase NCP with 

different focusses.  

Looking back at the food forests interviewed, all of them are having a mixed-economic model, except 

Schijndel which is having an economic production model.  
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4.4. Idea 

Time: Continued process, every time hearing from one or having an idea by myself I wrote it down. In 

depth summarizing and brainstorming on 02.08.2022. 

Through the ideation phase as many creative ideas as possible shall be created. As I’m only one person 

it’s hard to be creative. Out of my own Brainstorming some ideas emerged which will be explained here 

in Detail:  

- Improvement of economic test 

- On side support 

- Networking 

- Education 

4.4.1. Improvement of economic test 

The economic test is the citizen science-based monitoring tool for the economic side of food forests from 

food from the forest. As my research is focusing on the improvement of this tool it was necessary for me 

to get to know it, and then try to make improvement suggestions especially on the questions asking about 

the harvest.  

At the beginning of my research the improvement of the economic test had a focus as I could not travel 

to Wageningen because of a corona infection. During Lockdown I took a deeper look inside the results 

from the economic test and made based on that in combination with a scientific basement (appendix 

nine) a recommendation on improvement of the questions and structure of the economic test.   

4.4.1.1. Questions and structure 

First analyses on the current state 

I counted which question segment has been answered how often from the food forest owners. The total n is 34 

but only 11 really participated which is a first signal that the tool is not working as it should be.  

The first four segments have been answered the most from the food forest owners. The lowest question about 

the income and the structural workplace have been answered. Based on that the categories from above have 

been derived from.  

Until now the test is structured like one long questionnaire which contains overall 4 different kind of questions 

(Multiple Choice (n=2), Single Choice (n=27), Opened Questions (n=5) and semi opened questions (n=31)). Hence 

in total the questionnaire contains 65 questions which are be divided into 11 segments:  

1. Starting 
2. Legal Form and regulation  
3. Indicate what is valid for your food forest project  
4. Where do you find your markets?  
5. Indicate where this food forest gets It’s income from  
6. What are the out-of-pocket (purchasing) costs of this food forest?  
7. Incidental out-of-pocket expenses this year 
8. Can you indicate the harvest in kilograms over this period?  
9. Indicate the structural workplace here 
10. Indicate the occasional workplace here  
11. Commentary on the whole year, if any 

General information which has been asked before the tests can be important these are:  
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- County 

- Soil type 

- Groundwater level  

- Initial situation  

- Area (Size)  

- Starting Year  

- Nearest nature (Add size and or name of that nature, as nature can be very differently defined) 

In comparison to the ecological test, the economic test is long and has a lot of different categories, I 

recommend breaking down and summarizing the questionnaire. And do two or three different 

economic tests.  

Dividing economic test in three parts (in brackets is always the old number of the segment)  

1. Main information (Socioeconomic):  

Legal form and regulation (2), Structural and occasional workplace (9,10)  

2. Economic Frame:  

What is Valid (3), Markets (4), General Comments (11) 

3. Cash Flow:  

Income (5), Out-of-pocket (purchasing) costs (6), Expenses (7), Harvest (8)  

o Ask once a Quartal to increase the awareness on this test. (End of February, May, August, 

November) 

The categories are sometimes statements, sometimes questions. For a user friendlier questionnaire, I 

suggest unifying that (e.g. only questions or only statements). There is no option like “I don’t know” or “I 

haven’t measured”  

Recommendation Economic Test Part 1: Main Information (Socioeconomic) Test 

The first part of the economic test is a detailed overview of the legal form and regulations, the structure 

of the workplaces and the main infrastructural elements. Hence this first test summarizes the main socio 

economic information, which explains better the frame in which the food forest can develop It’s 

economic potential.   

Expected to take around 10 – 15 Minutes to answer.  

o ask once a year if anything changed 

Questionset 1: Legal from and regulation 

- How is the ownership organized? 

- Possible Answers (PA): Land is my property; Long-term lease/rent; Land belongs to a 

(semi)government, permanent destination nature/food forest; Land belongs to a 

(semi)government, temporary destination food forest; other 

- Which legal form is applicable?  

- PA: Privately owned; B.V.; Sole proprietorship; Foundation; other 

- Are there any subsidy schemes/rules applicable for this food forest project?  

- subsidies (opened field besides where one can define more explicitly); no 

- Do you have anything to add about the (legal) form and regulation?  

Question 2: Structural and occasional workplace  

How many people work at your side and which role do they have? Fill in the number and role.  
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 Full- Time Part- Time Unfrequently/for a short time Other 

Contractor/Owner/Funder     

Employees/Worker     

Freelancer     

Volunteer     

Other     

Question 3: Structural elements 

Which structural elements are already in your food forest?  

Structural Elements Yes(if yes add size In guessed m^2, or how 

frequently the animals are in the system) 

Initial 

investment 

costs in € 

No 

Pond, Lake, Sea (big water)     

Source, Stream, Ditch (small 

water) 

   

Mushroom Culture    

Annual Vegetables    

Fences     

Tools/Equipment/Machines    

Building    

Paths    

Other    

 

Animals 

Bee hives    

Pigs     

Sheeps     

Cows    

Chickens    

Other    

Design Row culture    

Guilds    

Sun Trap    

Hedges     

Tree nursery    

Other    

 

Recommendation Economic Test Part 2: Economic Frame Test 

The economic frame test explores in detail the existing production layers, their harvest, and the market 

situation. An in-depth analysis of the economic frame in which the food forests act.  

Expected to take in between  

o ask once a year 
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Questionset 1: Productivity 

What does your food forest produce in general for human consumption this year?  

Possibility 1 – Food Forest productivity after layer  

Layer Cultivated 

(Yes or No) 

Produces 

(Yes or No) 

Harvest in kilos Don’t know 

High crown     

Low crown      

Scrub     

Herb     

Climbing plants     

Other     

Needs: An information button at each layer defining the layer by e.g., high.; Dropdown menu 

Possibility 2 – Food Forest productivity after harvest category 

 Cultivated 

(Yes or No) 

Produces 

(Yes or No) 

Harvest in kilos Don’t know 

Nuts      

Fruits     

Leaves      

Sprouts      

Roots     

Tubers     

Tree Sap (MOE 2)      

Inner bark      

Mushrooms      

Timber     

Other     

Possibility 3: Food Forest productivity after harvest month 

Month Cultivated (Yes or 

No) 

Produces (Yes or No) Harvest 

in kilos 

Don’t know 

January     

February     

March     

April     

May     

June     

July      

August      

September     

October     
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November     

December     

 

For all possibilities the following dropdown menu would be needed: In this one can select which species 

and other details (see below). This only needs to be done once, after that each year only asking about 

the amounts harvested.  

Dropdown menu for possibility three can combine everything like that:  

It probably is technically challenging and therefore  

o Latin Name 

o Dutch Name 

o English Name 

o Other languages?  

o Variety  

o Primary function (see also the categories in possibility two) 

o Secondary function 

o Unit of calculation (per plant or per m2) 

o Layer (see possibility one)  

 

Questionset 2: Markets 

Where do you find your markets?  

Sale of 
Distance Not 1-10 

km 

10-25 

km 

25-50 

km 

Other 

distance 

Fresh Products Self-pick Subscription      

Other subscription sales to customer      

Retail sales to customer      

Wholesaler and/or shops      

Restaurant      

other      

Preserved 

Products 

Self-Pick subscription      

Other subscription sales to customer      

Retail sales to customer      

Wholesaler and/or shops      

Restaurants      

Other      

Workhops, Courses      

Consulting      

Excursions,Tours      

Care, Guide, Therapy      

Timber sale      

Other      
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Recommendation Economic Test Part 3: Cash Flow Test  

The third and last part of the economic test takes a deeper look at the yearly cash flow of the food forests. 

So which income does the food forest generate with which sources and which costs do they need to 

cover year by year? 

O Ask once a Quartal to increase the awareness of this test. (End of February, May, August, November) 

Question 1: Income  

Here you asked for the income from the different sources, I would recommend having the same 

categories as in the question before. 

Where does this food forest get its income from?  

Sale of 
Income Not Income in € Guessed % of 

total income  

Fresh Products Self-Pick subscription    

Other subscription sales to customer    

Retail sales to customer    

Wholesaler and/or shops    

Restaurants    

Other    

Preserved 

Products 

Self-Pick subscription    

Other subscription sales to customer    

Retail sales to customer    

Wholesaler and/or shops    

Restaurants    

Other    

Workshops, Courses    

Consulting    

Excursions, Tours    

Care, Guide, Therapy    

Other    

   SUMM 100% 

Question 2: Costs  

What are the out-of-pocket (purchasing) costs of this food forest from this year? 

Category Element No costs Costs  in € Guessed % of 

total costs  

 

 

Services 

 

Internal labor    

Transport/Delivery    

Insurance costs    

Pruning and Management    
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Organization and administration    

Marketing and advertising    

Storage costs    

Harvest costs    

Training Costs    

Mortgage/rent/lease/redemption    

Other    

Material 

 

Seeds    

Mulch    

Fodder    

Water    

Manure    

Planting Materials    

Other    

   SUMM 100% 

Needs: For “Mulch” a dropdown with different options: Bark, leaves, cardboard, plastic, biodegradable 

plastic 

4.4.1.2. Rewards from Food from the Forest  

As one major challenge for the measurement of the FFO is the non-existing urgency and the focus on 

ecology of small-scale food forests,  I would recommend providing different rewards from food from the 

forest for filling out the economic test(s). There are different options for how this could work. Some of them 

are more realistic than others. This is an overview of every option I could imagen of.  

Knowledge 

A very easy way is to provide educational elements for the FFO while they fill out the test. For example 

while filling out the part about processed food the website could provide information, links to deepening 

sources and summaries of these sources for the FFO. With that they can learn more about the possibilities 

of their products. As the diversity of products and processing in food forest can be overwhelming this 

could provide a good overview for the FFO. Also, with the list, which different products in general can be 

harvested in the food forest, something similar could be done.  

Consulting 

The consulting as a reward could happen by offering the option to ask for consulting based on the data 

regarding which plants to have a focus on harvest and also how to manage the harvest. In general it is 

expected that the amount of yield of food forest will go over the amount of self-use and that a certain 

amount of the harvest will be eaten by animals. But to increase the influence on food forests for the food 

system transformation, food forests on each scale should, if possible, provide food for people and nature. 

To consult FFO on how to manage that could be a possible reward.  

Funding  
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For filling out the economic test food from the forest could also provide a certain monetary funding. If 

they have someone who is interested in the data they could give back a certain percentage to the 

people who filled out the data about a certain amount of time which would increase the motivation.  

Direct support  

As food from the forest is networking different stakeholders, another reward could also be that they 

connect people who have an interest in experiencing a harvest/ working on a food forest side with food 

forest owners who need help.  

Bookkeeping platform  

If food from the forest would have a cooperating bookkeeping platform or would develop their own, the 

data filled up by the FFO could be their bookkeeping. That would have food forests at the end as it would 

reduce their bureaucratic work. The development of such a tool would be recommended to be done 

with the food forest owners together as they know their needs the most.  

4.4.2. On side support  

The FFO enjoy spending a lot of time in their food forest. This is why the next ideas focus on things one 

could implement on the side for supporting the harvest and its measurement.  

4.4.2.1. Scale 

My vision is to 

have the same 

scale on every 

food forest side. 

Where everyone 

who harvests 

something can 

(like in a 

supermarket) 

measure their 

harvest on their 

own. The scale of 

my vision is 

powered by sun 

energy, so also 

food forests with 

no energy supply can use them. All the main species of food forests are selectable via images and if 

wanted they are also programmed with the different species and varieties being in that food forest. 

Maybe one can even select on a map where exactly from the food forest you harvested. Then, after you 

measure it, the data will be uploaded directly to the food from the forest monitoring tool. And after each 

year a summary for the food forest owners will be printed and handed over. 

Picture 13 Visualisation of a food forest scale (Photo credits: food from the forest) 
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4.4.2.2. Set of crates 

There are already a lot of different crates in food forests used for 

different purposes in food forests. Measuring the yield per crate 

or box is another possibility. For this one needs to have an 

overview on how much one crate weighs with a specific 

species. For example, one crate of apples weighs 25 kg. In this 

way it’s easier for the FFO to measure their yield when having a 

large harvest. It’s also more unprecise than with a scale.  

4.4.2.3. Employed Harvester 

Another thing helping directly on the side could be a group of 

people helping to harvest and to measure. The vision is to have 

a company who employs and educates people for this work. 

These people would have deeper knowledge on food forest 

systems and on the main common species. They would not 

need an introduction for harvesting and could be booked from 

the FFO for a specific share of their income from the harvest. 

Through that the food forest movement would also increase the 

amount of people living from the food forests and support 

through that the transition of the food system.  

4.4.2.4. Robots and machines  

The scale is also a machine. But next to that more futuristic machines and even robots have been 

mentioned in several interviews and other conversations. Especially for larger scale food forests the use 

of drones could be helpful for harvesting. The robots could pick the fruits at the right moment and help 

therefore in complex ecosystems. The technology for orchards is already on the market. For example, the 

company tevel-tech developed a “flying autonomous robot” for picking fruits. How these robots are also 

usable in more complex systems like food forest is unknown for me now, but a collaboration with this or 

other companies will help to answer them.  

4.4.3. Networking 

As FFO have a limited amount of time the time for networking may also be not a focus from them. Food 

from the forest is already supporting this through workshops, lectures, and other activities. This ideation 

chapter focuses on further focused food from the forest could set itself for supporting the harvest and the 

economic side of the food forest.  

Picture 14 Crates used for the herb 

harvest at Schevichoven. Screenshot 

from Instagram 

https://www.tevel-tech.com/
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4.4.3.1. Design and Management Consulting  

As the design and management of the system is 

having a big influence on the harvest because it 

determines how easy the harvest will be and how 

much management it needs before, during and 

after the harvest It’s important to learn as a FFO from 

other food forests how they made it. The connection 

especially between people who already have a 

harvest and people who are planning to generate 

an income with their harvest has a high potential. 

Also between people who already have established 

food forests and are looking for more exchange 

regarding the management, a focused exchange 

would be helpful for the food forest movement.  

The herbaceous layer is not used by many food 

forests economically yet. To learn from pioneers like 

food forest Mortelke and Schevichoven will support 

the system transformation.  

 

4.4.3.2. Care Food Forests  

The food forest Waalgaard is already a care farm and this is their main income source. Also the food forest 

Mortelke mentioned that they want to employe someone and that they are thinking about the care farm 

concept. Introducing that concept and educating FFO over it would support the social and economic 

side of the food forest together. The FFO would gain people who support them continuously and reliable 

also for their harvest.  

4.4.4. Communication and social media  

Food from the forest oversees a growing website (500 regular visitors, 244 registered food forests covering 

613 ha in total) which is filled with several formats like a blog, the economic and ecological test, a platform 

for FFO to exchange with each other and a podcast to mention some. Next to that they are active on 

Instagram (113 followers), facebook (307 followers) and LinkedIn (446 followers).12 Using that platform for 

communicating the results of this study is highly recommendable.  

4.4.4.1. Blog Posts  

For each of the ideas explained above a blog post could be written (as for the scale already happened 

see chapter 4.5.). Also the results from the other chapters could be transformed into the format of a short 

podcast to increase the awareness of the relevance of the economic side of food forests and the 

connection to system transformation.  

 
12 Stand 02.08.2022 

Picture 15 FFO 5 harvesting Cornflower (Centaurea 

cyanus) in food forest Mortelke (Photo credits: 

Mercedes Schroeder) 
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4.4.4.2. Remembering Emails 

The newsletter from the food from the forest website can also be used more regularly to remember the 

FFO to fill out the economic test. The general newsletter can also be used to provide summarizes from this 

research and link e.g., the blog posts to this. Attached one could also put an introduction for the use of 

the economic test.  

4.4.4.3. Educational Videos  

The machinery from Ernst Götsch was mainly advertised through a video. Also, tevel- tech used a video 

to present their robots. Using videos instead of texts helps people to understand the topic. Also, many 

food forest owners generate their knowledge about food forest either through books or through YouTube. 

Therefore, I would recommend publishing as many videos as possible on this topic looking at different 

topics regarding the economic side of food forests in depth.  

4.5. Prototype 

Time: Ideas for the improvement of the economic test started in the middle of May and finished and the 

end of July. Blogspot was published on the 5th of July.  

The fifth phase of a design thinking process is the construction of a prototype or an idea for people to try 

it out. The problem is that for this the time was not sufficient to have a real prototype or thinking on how 

to create a prototype for every idea which was developed in the idea phase.  

4.5.1.  Scale 

The blogpost about the scale (based on appendix ten) could be seen as the first prototype, as I received 

already feedback on it:  

Thanks for the newsletter. Good that you are taking a moment to look back because a lot has been 

done. Nice to read how you are working on new ideas that meet (new) needs.  

Mercedes, I'm mailing to say that I think the solar-powered scale is a super good idea. What a great idea! 

Measuring is knowing and the importance of this for the transition to a different agricultural system is 

something you have expressed very well. You have won my interest. If you need money, start a 

crowdfunding project and you will have your first 100 euros. You will get it from us. 

This year I harvested for the first time and when I really start producing, I will buy one. Convenience serves 

the human being and food forests!  

- Translated with DeepL 

The next step would be to really construct a prototype scale and test it on some food forests which have 

interest and develop it with them together.  

4.5.2. Economic test 

I talked through the improvement ideas of the economic test already with Marieke and also with OE and 

in general tried it out by myself. In general showing this questionnaire to some OE (e.g. OE 1was interested 

and OE 4) and FFO would be a recommended step before changing the existing economic test.  

https://voedseluithetbos.nl/en/nieuws/hoe-kunnen-we-meten-makkelijker-maken-de-droom-van-de-meedenkende-weegschaal/
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4.6. Test 

The last and again start of a new round from phase 4 on is the testing phase of the idea through the 

prototype.  

Unfortunately, I didn’t have time. During the last interview with Mortelke I asked for short feedback on all 

ideas but their answer is not representative enough to make conclusions out of that for all food forests, 

which is why it’s not included in this report. As a method I would have liked to use a focus group. 

My main focus would be on the following four ideas as they sound most promising for me and we have 

all categories represented:  

1. Economic Test  

2. Scale 

3. Design and Management Consulting  

4. Educational Videos  

I would either have one focus group looking at all ideas at the same time or divide it into two focus groups, 

which may be more relaxing. I introduce the main ideas to persons interested in the focus group 

beforehand and let them decide on which topics they are most interested in. Depending on the interest 

I would after that decide on the groups and give each person a specific task before the focus group.  

In table five one can see the different ideas, theit following preparation tasks and the leading questions. 

Comparing the leading questions two different questions could be identified which could represent the 

two focus groups if one wants to divide them.  

Table 6 Design Focus Groups 

Idea Task before focus group Leading Question 

Economic Test Do the new test  Which improvement ideas do 

you have? Scale Using the prototype for a month 

to test13  

Design and Management 

Consulting 

Brainstorming before on the 

most interesting topic for 

consulting/education 

What interests you the most? 

Educational Videos 

 

 I would invite all the people I interviewed, and random others interested through calling for applications 

through the food from the forest newsletter. The total group should not be larger than 15 to 20 people, so 

three to five people per idea. As a method the different ideas could be presented in a world café format 

where the participants change the ideas after a certain time or just brainstorming on one topic for the 

whole time. The method I choose would depend on the possible time and resources from the facilitator 

as a world café will lead to higher feedback and take more time.  

Each idea would get a small pitch from the facilitator and then the time can be used to brainstorm about 

the ideas and to think through them in detail. Maybe also one empty space could be provided for 

developing more ideas for the next design thinking round. 

 
13 For that the prototype needs to be reality first 

https://www.scribbr.com/methodology/focus-group/
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 Some reward must be provided.  

5. Summary and Outlook  

To finally summarize this report, I’m using figure 19. The starting point of this research was the harvest. The 

question “how to measure the harvest” was the initial question which can be answered quite simply: with 

a scale. But the whole topic is more complex than that: The harvesting is highly influenced by the design 

and the management of the food forest (see chapter 4.2.7). Depending on the design and the 

management the harvest can be really work intensive without generating enough yield or can also be 

design efficient and need a minimal management because of using efficient management techniques 

e.g., using robots.  

Food forest are diverse, and three main focuses (economic, social and ecological) could be identified 

(see chapter 4.3.). For developing a sustainable food forest each focus should be represented in every 

food forest. One result from the interviews was that several stakeholders (see chapter 4.2.) have the 

tendency to focus not on all at the same time. They tend to follow a mixed-economic model. As the 

sample of stakeholders has already been based on looking at the economic side it’s important to 

highlight that the economic focus of food forests needs a higher relevance in research, consulting and 

educating about food forest.  

The potential for the food system transformation coming out as a niche cannot be quantified as no data 

about the harvest is accessible. As we are living in a capitalistic system where quantitative data is more 

convincing than qualitative data, about e.g., NCP, the monitoring of the harvest needs a higher attention.  

One open question is from when food forests should start measuring their harvest. As the workload of FFO 

is high, the question if monitoring in the first years is so urgent that they should spend their time on it and 

Figure 19 Summary of partly answered elements and questions (green) and still very opened element and 

questions (red) regarding the economic side of food forests with a focus on harvesting. 
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neglect that other important task depending on their focus. Hence a concrete starting date for the 

harvest measurement could not be identified. As the gap and need of this data is high the food forests 

should start as soon as possible to measure their harvest.  

Also, the question of what an economically sustainable harvest defines is still open. As the harvest can 

also contribute to create a return on investment and we barely know about the markets and sale of food 

forest products more practice is needed.  

The questions who harvest and who measures the harvest can be answered simply with: The persons 

available or, when looking into the future, machines and robots (see chapter 4.4.2.). Tools used for the 

harvest are in general scissors, ladder, crates, something to write down your amount and a scale. Many 

also mentioned that they could imagine having an electric car and one food forest already uses it. Also, 

space to store and cool down the fresh harvest especially in the summer is needed.  

The main stakeholders identified in this research next to the FFO owners are other kinds of farmers, the 

governance and food from the forest. Ideas on the next steps for food from the forest are depicted in 

chapter 4.4. and 4.5.. It’s important to not forget the other stakeholders and to work in a participatory 

way together on the system transformation.  

Where to sell the products to have no specific focus but following sales could be identified: CSA (direct 

customers), market, restaurants, breweries, catering and farm stands. In general, FFO try to shorten the 

food chain which increases the customer relationship and increases the possible pricing as several costs 

in the conventional chain don’t need to be considered.  

On what the price of a product in a food forest can be one can read in chapter 4.2.7.3. The paradigm 

of FFO being “lazy farmers” needs to be communicated more carefully because it can lead to 

misunderstandings and a miss valuation of the food forests and their product.  Especially as the paradigms 

from farmers “only hard work can lead to good results” have a high-tension potential to the “lazy farmer” 

paradigm which is a big barrier regarding transformation.  

On the 22. in November 2022 at a symposium the results of this research will be presented in 15 minutes 

and will hopefully lead to further discussions, research, and interest on the economic side of food forests.  

6. Reflection and Dilemmas 

This last chapter is for the reflection of my role as a researcher. Using the roles of researchers in sustainability 

sciences after Wittmeyer and Schäpke (2014).  

As a reflective- scientists I collected, analyzed, interpreted, and now am reporting my data. The sample 

has been selected by Marieke and Jeroen sent me another list of possible interesting stakeholders from 

which I selected some. Normally the selection of relevant stakeholders would be done in research through 

a stakeholder analysis but as the report will not be published in any scientific journal and not be graded, 

we had the freedom to be freer than “normal” scientists are. As I have not transcribed the interviews the 

analyses and interpretation of the data has not been made with FFO 2QDA, which would be the “normal” 

scientific way. Also, during three interviews I was accompanied by Joep from the food from the forest 

team which influenced the interview flow and would have not happened in “real” research. In general, 

I would not describe myself as a “real” scientist as I’m only having a bachelor’s degree.   
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As a self-reflexive scientist, I was aware of my position during this research. In the beginning my interest 

broadened the research more than agreed on with food from the forest in the beginning. I’m really 

thankful to Marieke Karssen and Jeroen Kruit that they had trust in me. I learned and experienced a lot 

and I hope that the results are interesting for them and contribute in a way they may have not expected 

in the beginning.   

I was completely new for every person I met. The beginning of the research was challenging, as the 

company, the country and everything else was new. Also, me and my interview partners were not 

speaking our mother tongues during the interviews. On the one hand it was good as a new person I had 

not a huge influence on them. On the other side I was working for a known company which may also 

have had an influence on the different interviews. I am female, young, and white which may also 

influence the communication between me and the mostly male and older FFO. Especially the contrast 

between two FFO and how they interacted with me in terms of time, interest and respect for my research 

was a new and interesting experience. Especially the case of den Food Bosch, which had a design with 

the focus on economics and now the management has another focus. I expect to be a case where we 

can learn from a lot.  

The potential to have a role as a knowledge broker has been there but only partly used. After the 

interviews I often discussed with the FFO and OE above the interview frame which was interesting for both 

sides. It was nice to have FFO and OE and mixed times to have both theory and practice and the 

exchange. A certain repetition after a time showed me, I was leading in a certain direction. In the 

beginning I was afraid of having a frame too broad. The results are nevertheless interesting for researchers 

and other more theoretical oriented people as well as for food forest owners. With the presentation on 

the symposium which will be denser and more focused than this report I have the chance to highlight the 

importance from the topic for sustainability transformation and start to get into a discussion with interested 

people. I’m really looking forward to it and the feedback!  

With that I’m also a change agent as I want to see myself and the other stakeholders in this topic as part 

of the problem and the solution and increase the awareness on the economic side of food forests.  The 

length of this report is probably a barrier and the interviews were longer than expected. In general, my 

strive for a holistic view was a barrier as it was and still is hard for me to really summarize and break down 

the main outcomes of this internship. Hence, I’m looking forward to sharing the presentations and key 

results in front of people, as I’m better in presenting and talking, than in writing. An initial idea was to do 

videos during the internship on how people harvest and how they measure the harvest. As I was on my 

own during the interviews except for three cases this has not happened. I’m a bit sad about this missed 

opportunity and the next time I would be more actively engaged in producing social media content. 

Especially as the two times we created something14 the feedback was interesting and contributing  

Thanks to Marieke, Jeroen, Anje, Joep, Mink, FFO 1 and all the other people I talked with. Especially the 

ones I interviewed. WUR for the supervision and financial support, also Erasmus. Fiona for her room. OE 4 

for the inspiration and continued mentoring during my food forest journey.  

. 

 
14 Instagram post from Waalgaard and Blogpost about the scale 
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8. Appendix 

Appendix 1: Knowledge for transformative changes 

In the scientific discourse on sustainability, systems knowledge is very prominent, but transformative and 

normative knowledge is not mentioned as often (Abson et al. 2014). This can also be seen in the food 

forest sector. In the common books about food forests literature (Craword 2010; Hart 1996; Jacke and 

Toensmeier 2005; Whitefield 2015; Kranz and Deemter 2021) the focus is on systems knowledge (systems 

function, system dynamics, risk and uncertainty, resilience). When adding the influence of permaculture 

through looking in their main literature (Mollison 1997; Holzer 2020) also normative knowledge is included 

(justice and ethics, well-being, efficiency and conservation) and a bit of transformative knowledge, too 

System knowledge =   

Descriptive understand of social and ecological system functioning, social-ecological interactions, 

current and potential flows of ES from those interactions. 

 Normative knowledge =   

Judgements of how a system ought to be, encompasses both knowledge on desired system states 

and knowledge related to the rationalization of value judgements associated with evaluating 

alternative potential states of the world. 

Transformative knowledge =  

Needed to develop tangible strategies to manage ecosystem (based on system knowledge) towards 

the societal goals derived from normative knowledge. It’s not only related to specific policy 

interventions, but also encompasses more general strategies such as participation, empowerment, 

education, and communication. 

- Based on (Abson et al. 2014) 
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(education, motivation, participation, policy and governance). For having a broad impact in terms of 

sustainable impact all knowledge types are relevant (Abson et al. 2014). Hence FFO as important 

stakeholders in this section should also have a deeper understanding of normative and especially 

transformative issues, besides the knowledge about their systems.  

Appendix 2: Ecosystem services measured by citizen sciences  

The combination of ecosystem services research and citizen sciences is nothing new (Schröter et al. 2017). 

Citizens (in our case FFO) are often used to gather information for research purposes (Schröter et al. 2017). 

Learning from the hands-on experience of experts like food forest farmers who already monitor their 

systems for many years are expected to be interesting. So, for closing the data gap about the harvest in 

food forest during succession, using the knowledge of FFO is an obvious approach. Next to that also 

experiences of other, related fields like agroforestry, forestry, agriculture, and urban gardening can help 

to get a better understanding of this broad topic. And also citizen science based monitoring programs 

like the National monitoring programme for food forests (NMVB) are important. Citizen sciences has next 

to It’s opportunities (e.g. the large amount of surveillance data) also his challenges (e.g. data quality) 

(Schröter et al. 2017). In direct comparison the measurement and collection of social and economic data 

with FFO is expected to be easier than collecting ecological data (e.g., biodiversity) as no specific, 

scientific knowledge (e.g., detailed species knowledge) is required.  

Appendix 3: Restructure, Reconnect and Rethink  

Restructure 

In the Netherlands, and in whole Europe the agrarian sector is under high pressure to restructure itself. This 

means at the moment institutions (defined by Abson et al (2017) as structure that make societal 

interaction predictable and guide human action towards collective goals) need to change, as next to 

the already mentioned Nitrogen problem, the tradeoffs of agriculture is not any longer in the planetary 

boundaries (Biodiversity loss, soil degradation/erosion, toxicity in the system through pesticides and 

fungicides and the greenhouse gas emissions are the most commonly known). Institutional changes can 

after Abson et al. (2017) be difficult, as they tend to be self-reinforcing and resistant to changes. They 

recommend having a higher focus on four potential means to leverage structural change:  

1. Design institutions in a way that they are opened to the potentially transformational learning and 

adaptation opportunities e.g., through sunset legislation which opens windows of opportunities.  

2. Destabilization of unsustainable institutions may create windows of opportunities.  

3. Institutionalizing systemic analysis of institutional failure.  

4. Active management of decline of existing and well-functioning institutions.  

Reconnect  

As globalization increased our food chain became more complex. Nowadays one finds in the urban 

conventional supermarkets of the global north daily fresh and processed products from all over the world. 

The connection between the people and their food is decreasing. But “how people perceive, value and 

interact with the natural world fundamentally shapes the goals and paradigms underpinning many 

systems of interests.” (Abson et al. 2017). This disconnection could cause a negative influence on the 

sustainability of our food products, as we do not see the harm of our consumed food directly. By 

reconnecting people to their food it could influence “the design of the systems and facilitate other types 

https://www.greendealvoedselbossen.nl/nationaal-monitoringsprogramma-voedselbossen/
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of human-nature connections that can influence a system’s15 emergent intern” (Abson et al. 2017). But 

for a sustainable shift the reconnection with nature “needs to be coupled with institutional structures” 

(Abson et al. 2017).This means only when we also restructure our institutional design it will be easier for 

people to behave sustainable (Abson et al. 2017). In general, we don’t know yet for sure how human-

nature connection can lead to system transformation. There is still a lot of research needed.  

Rethinking 

Knowledge influences all four main leverage points (see Figure 2). For rethinking our system and path 

dependencies we need to understand how knowledge flows through the food system. We should not 

only look at the harvesting part without also looking at the design and management of the system. But 

this would mean we would stay in the Parameters/Material level. There the first potential conflict between 

my personal research question and the research question for Food from the Forest can be identified. Next 

to harvesting and highly connected to it we need to understand better the pricing, selling and potential 

influence on supply chains through food forests. This we cannot understand only through an academic 

view on these topics but also need to talk and learn from practitioners and civil society to understand 

these complex systems (Abson et al. 2017). They define three key requirements of new forms of knowledge 

production for fostering sustainability transformation:  

1- A problem- and solution-oriented research approach  

2- Mutual learning processes between science and society, and thus a re-thinking of the role of 

science in society 

3- The explicit inclusion of values, norms, and contact characteristics into the research process to 

produce “social robust” knowledge 

There are many different types and sources of knowledge in collaborative research. In their paper they 

mention different important aspects of knowledge production:  

- Assessing the way in which knowledge is compiled and integrated 

- Whose knowledge is legitimized and counts to what extent  

- Who decides what criteria are used to assess the available knowledge?  

- Which formats of knowledge production at the science-society interface are most adequate for 

specific contexts and most promising to really fostering transformational change in practice  

- How knowledge is produced in. a specific context can be generalized or transferred to other 

contexts 

- How we identify what kind of knowledge is needed in any given situation 

Referring back to the research purpose to develop a harvesting measurement and monitoring concept 

and to share the results in social media from food from the forest (see chapter 1) it was important to reflect 

throughout the whole process how the knowledge is generated and how it shall be shared. Which means 

to have on the one side a scientific base methodology (see chapter 3) and stick to the given frame from 

my internship but on the other side also be opened to other knowledge sources, like a lot of websites, 

talks with people also outside the interviews, my own experience in these systems (which is one reason 

why it was important to visit them and not make the interview online). This report is the most detailed and 

scientific way I will communicate about my internship. Other strategies will be discussed in chapter six.  

 
15 with system Abson et al  referred to the abstract concept of systems in general, I refer to the design of 

agricultural systems. 
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Appendix 4: Summary of  the mayor points of the theoretical 

background from semi structured interviews  

- Questions can be asked in a different order if this supports a better flow of conversation. 

(Mattissek et al. 2013; Hopf) 

- By asking subjective questions the experts will be interviewed in an explorative matter. The 

interview guide helps to see if all relevant topics have been raised and to have comparable 

data. (Diekmann 2021; Mattissek et al. 2013) 

- The structure of questions in topics and preformulated questions helps the interviewer to have an 

orientation during the interview and to avoid suggestive questions. (Mattissek et al. 2013) 

- It should not be like only open questions, but have the focus on closing research gaps, which is 

why an expertise of the interviewer is important and not only very opened questions will be asked. 

This needs a lot of preparation. (Mattissek et al. 2013; Diekmann 2021; Hopf) 

- The interviewer also needs to have “everyday competence” (Hopf). Which refers to having the 

skill to create an atmosphere where the interviewee can speak freely and trust. At the same time 

the influence of the interviewer on the answers should be held as low as possible. In the 

preparation phase this means to carefully choose the situation when and where the interview will 

take place. (Flick et al. 2000; Niebert and Gropengießer 2014) 

- Before starting the interview, the interviewee should know the time frame, the main topics and 

the goal of the interview. It is also important to get (beforehand) permission to make a recording 

of the audio and to use the material for research purposes and social media for food from the 

forest.  

- The questions should be formulated in easy language, especially because a language barrier 

can be expected (from both sides as English is not a native language from the interviewer nor 

the interviewee) (Flick et al. 2000) 

- Most common errors are underestimation of the length of the interview and the interviewer asking 

suggestive questions or bringing in ideas from around can influence the interview in a bad way. 

Also, a rigid adherence to the questions or being impatient during the interview leads to losing 

the main focus/ goal of the interview. (Hopf) 

- Sometimes also the interviewers can lead to errors because they are talking as an individual and 

not in their role as an expert. Experts also tend to monologue instead of answering the questions 

of the interviewer. (Mattissek et al. 2013) 
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Appendix 5: Mind Map from the beginning of the internship 

(02.06.2022) and after most of the interviews as preparation for 

this report (14.07.2022) 

 

Appendix 6: Interview Guide Food Forest Owners 

1. Socioeconomic 

How many people are working on the site? (Permanent/Volunteers) 

Are they part- or full- time? (Do they receive a reward? If yes, what/around how much is it?) 

2. Harvest  

Who harvests the yield? 
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How (Tools, Storage) When (Organization) 

Do you measure your harvest?  

If yes: Who does it how and when and why    If no: Why 

Do you measure your labour?  

If yes: Who does it how and when and why    If no: Why  

Do you process anything of the yield?  

What kind of product? (Who does it and where)  

Are there any difficulties you encounter during the harvesting process? 

3. Selling/ Income/Pricing   

On what basis do you decide the price of a product?  

Do you have any other income sources?  

How much of your total income do you get from which source (in guessed %)?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where or to whom do you sell your products? (maybe also in %) 

4. Food from the Forest  

 

 

 

A:  

- How often did you use the tool?  

- From what you remember, what did you like and dislike about the economic measurement part of the 

tool?  

B:  

- Why have you not used the tool?  

- Are you using something for bookkeeping your harvest?  

If yes, what and how frequently are you using it? 

C:  

Are you using something for bookkeeping your harvest?  

If yes, what and how frequently are you using it?  

 

Source  % 

Education  

Consulting  

Subsidies -> Which   

Fresh harvest  

Processed harvest  

Other  

Mark applicable with a X Uses the Tool Does not Use the Tool 

Knows the Tool A B 

Does not know the Tool  C 
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- According to your preferences: What kind of questions and information should a tool like that provide 

for you?  

5. Personal Questions (optional if the feeling is good)  

How important is the economy / to generate an income for you inside the project?  In your life?  

6. Ending 

Do you have anything else which comes to your mind you want to share?  

Appendix 7: Interview Guide Other Experts  

1. Introduction  

Can you please briefly describe your research/ work and how it is related to food forests, food system 

transformation and/ or the economy of alternatives to industrial agriculture. 

What concrete projects/ works /research have you been working on in the last years?  

What is interesting to you the most?  

2. Harvest  

Is your expertise somehow related to harvesting/ yield? (Yes or No) 

If yes, please describe more detailed  

Please just briefly reflect on the importance of the measurement of harvest and yield of 

alternative/transformative (like food forests) for the transition of our food system.  

Looking at the measurement and monitoring of the yield/harvest of food forests do you expect there to 

be any difficulties/barriers?  

3. Selling/ Income/Pricing  

Is your expertise somehow related to selling products, income and or pricing? (Yes or No) 

If yes, please describe more detailed  

 

Which income sources do you expect from a food forest?  

How much of your the income from a food forest do you expect from which source (in guessed %) 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

4. Food from the Forest  

If enough time is left and interest is there, show them the first idea on the economic questionnaire for the 

food from the forest tool and get feedback on it.  

Focus on the points, where the expertise is the highest and don’t stick too long on one question.  

5. Personal Questions (optional if the feeling is good) 

 

Source  % 

Education  

Consulting  

Subsidies -> Which   

Fresh harvest  

Processed harvest  

Other  
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How important is the economy for you inside the goal of transforming the food system?  

(Suggesting, that this is a goal of the interviewee)   

6. Ending 

Do you have anything else which comes to your mind you want to share? 

Appendix 8: Interview Guide Part which has barely been used 

Show the questionnaire of the tool and ask interviewee about their feedback →Only if we have enough 

time as the Questionnaire is long 

Alternatively ask:  

- If you had a bookkeeper, what kind of information would you give to him?  

Hypothesis is that the following things will be mentioned 

Core Problems  Mentioned? Short note in which way 

Motivation  

Access to data  

Accuracy of data  

Limitations of the tool  

 

Appendix 9:  Methodological background standardized  

Questionnaires  

Benefit is that people can answer it without someone else, so an Interviewer doesn’t have a subjective 

influence on it. On the same time you need to be aware of asking clearly because there’s no space for 

questions of understanding (Mattissek et al. 2013; Diekmann 2021) 

The formulation and structure of the questions is a very important moment for the data collection (Mattissek 

et al. 2013) 

There are some common rules which are recommended to note. At the same time are deviations from these 

rules are possible and sometimes useful (Jacob et al. 2011): 

1. Simple and common wording 

2. Formulate simple but complete sentences 

3. Avoid triggering words 

4. Avoid suggestive formulations 

5. Use balanced and equal response categories 

6. Ask one-dimensional questions 

7. Categories must be mutually exclusive 

8. Summarize characteristic expressions in a meaningful way 

9. Questions must be meaningful to respondents 

10. Questions must be answerable 

11. Avoid double negatives 

12. Avoid causal constructions in statements 

13. Avoid ambiguous and interpretable terms 

Different information on the specific case “online survey” you can look up here: (Jacob et al. 2011) in chapter 

4.1.4. Jaboc summarizes the different advantages and disadvantages of online surveys and other types 

(telephone, direct, per letter) in table 4.1. on page 123. If you want I can make a translation because it’s in 

german. I will not go any further in detail on this because food from the forest already agreed on doing their 
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survey online. As the recommendation of the duration of a survey is in every case except direct interview 20 

minutes, I will adhere to his time frame. I would also recommend taking a look at their other options as food 

from the forest is also organizing a lot of educationa and networking and these meetings can also be used for 

promoting or even doing surveys.  

In general, it is when applicable helpful to support the survey with tools like lists, cards, graphics and photos. 

Especially in online surveys the possibilities are high also video or audio sequences can sometimes be used 

(Jacob et al. 2011). 

When constructing the questionnaire it’s useful to have an overview of the different kinds of questions. I just 

listed the questions I think are most important for the questionnaire and the research in total for a complete 

overview look at (Jacob et al. 2011) Chapter 4.2..  

- Functional Questions 

o Introductory questions  

o Buffer questions  

o Filter questions  

o Control questions  

o Closing questions 

- Knowledge Questions and Fact questions 

It is advisable to disguise these questions as opinion questions and introduce them with phrases such "What do 

you believe?” or "What do you think? and to include the option “I don’t know” 

- Attitude Questions 

Complex and important topic where the focus of most interviews is on. Social influences play an important role 

in the scientific discussion. For the moment the question if you ask “why” when raising an attitude question is 

the in my opinion most important. Jacob recommends to “not ask "why" questions, but phrasing questions in 

such a way that background information on the motives of respondents is collected by the question for 

example, by formulating statements that include justifications for particular opinions and inquiring about the 

degree of agreement or disagreement. Identifying reasons for particular opinions belongs in the data analysis 

phase, not in the survey phase (Jacob et al. 2011). 

- Behavior Reports 

As the main point of this research is looking at the behavior of food forest owners with regard to their 

measurement methods of harvesting this kind of questions may not be of such an interest for the online 

questionnaire but in general for the research.  

“It is […] important to realize that surveys often cannot measure factual behavior, but only capture behavioral 

reports that serve as indicators for the actual dimension of interest.” (Jacob et al. 2011) 

Question Forms:  

- Categorical Questions  

o Nominal  

o Dichotome questions 

o Multiple choices (only for Fact Questions or Behavior, not for Attitude Questions)  

- Ordinal Questions 

o Nominal  

o Hierarchical structur 

- Metric Questions 

o Ordinal 

o Things one can count  

- Scale 

o Rating -> all object on one scale  

o Ranking -> object will be placed in a subjective order 

o Objective answer → be careful with the options because they will influence the answer  
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o Subjective answer → try to formulate statements and then answer possibilities “often, 

sometimes, rarely, never” or linkert “ strongly agree, tend to agree, part/partly agree, disagree, 

strongly disagree”  

o Kunin Sala  

 

 
o Not more than a Scale of 7 is recommended  

o Recommendable is using the grading system from school, as it is known. 

- Polarity profile 

- Comparisons  

- Szenarios  

Structure:  

- Introduction  

- General: light and heavy questions ask in turn  

- Try not to mix topics, but kinds of questions is recommendable  

- Use Filtering Questions 

- Goodbye 

Prestest:  

Questions are checked for this:  

- Whether they are understandable,  

- Whether important categories are missing,  

- Whether different meanings are assigned to the questions,  

- Whether questions are to be classified as sensitive, delicate or provocative.  

The questionnaire design is checked regarding:  

- Possible context effects,  

- Manageability of the interviewer instructions,  

- Duration of the interview. 

- Also add value to the responder  

Appendix 10: Draft for the Blogpost 

Since I started my internship I visited 5 food forests and made interviews with 9 people overall. Four of 

them are food forest owners and the other 4 are somehow related to food forests and their economic 

potential (I summarized them as “other experts”).  

It is interesting to get an insight into the diversity of systems, people and ideas. The economic side of food 

forests is in general not yet that important, as most of the food forests are still in their starting phase. The 

increasing interest in these systems is an opportunity but at the same time a barrier.  

Many owners struggle with not having a lot of time. Next to their own private lives a lot of things to handle 

e.g. the organization of volunteers, educating through workshops or tours and taking care of their systems. 

So the measurement of the harvest (my Internship/Research focus) is not a priority for them at all. There's 

simply no urgency for them to measure their harvest yet. As expected the yield is not that high yet as most 

of the systems are still quite young. Many think it's not worth it yet to measure the harvest, but nearly all 

agree that it will be important to show that food forests are an economically viable system to convince 

farmers, policy makers and other stakeholders to invest in and support food forests. And to convince them 

it is necessary to show the exponential harvest potential of food forests.   
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So I looked for a solution which is not time consuming, simple and can be integrated easily in the daily 

food forest business on the side. My vision is to have the same scale on every food forest side. Where 

everyone who harvests something can (like in a supermarked) measure their harvest on their own. The 

scale of my vision is powered by sun energy, so also food forests with no energy supply can use them. All 

the main species of food forests are selectable via images and if wanted they are also programmed with 

the different varieties of a food forest. Maybe one can even select on a map where exactly from the 

food forest you harvested. Then, after you measure it, the data will be uploaded directly to the food from 

the forest monitoring tool. And after each year a summary for the food forest owners will be printed and 

handed over. 

It is still a vision but based on that the idea can grow. And even if just every food forest would just own a 

very simple scale and monitor the data with a paper and a pen the barriers of harvest measurement will 

decrease.  

So now I will test my hypotheses, by continuing talking to food forests about how their economy, what 

they do and why, how they would like it to develop and think more about how to support the food forest 

while monitoring the economic sphere.  

And if some scale company wants to support my vision feel free to contact food from the forest! :)
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Appendix 11: Overview of Food Forest Owners (FFO)  

Name Size and 

established 

Province Topics Website comments 

Voedselbos 

Ketelbroek  

 

Schrijndl 

2,4 ha, 2009 

 

2019 start with 

hedges /2022, 

Winter 2023 

goal is 90% 

been planted; 

20 ha 

Gelderland Tours, workshops (Education), Environment 

and Production (restaurant, brewery, 

catering) 

https://www.facebo

ok.com/foodforestk

etelbroek/ ;  

Schrijndl economic potential but still a lot of improvement ideas, I 

had no insight inside the research from WUR/HAS behind it so theres 

also another insight potential 

Coöperatie 

ondergrond  

Several Plots in 

Rotterdam; 

Main plot: 

Garden itself 

200 years, 

Food forest 

2020; 1,5 ha  

Zuid 

Holland 

NMP (Monitoring tool) https://ondergrond.

eu/ 

The interview was not that well, as it was per telephone (no 

recordning possible) and he was not good to understand 

sometimes. Highly recommend to do another interview in person 

with him. 

Waalgaard  had been 

orchard since 

25/30 years. 

Since 2020 

food forest 

elements, 2,75 

ha  

Gelderland  Consulting, Transition from Orchards to Food 

Forests (Permaculture Orchards)  

https://www.waalga

ard.nl/ 

Promising economic vision 

Voedselbos 

Haarzuilens 

2015 -> hedges 

2016 -> food 

forest trees, 

since 2020 

Utrecht Economy (sell products to restaurant in 

Utrecht Héron and Landhuis), have an 

annual report 

http://www.lekkerla

ndgoed.nl/ 

No deep economic vision 

https://ondergrond.eu/
https://ondergrond.eu/
https://www.waalgaard.nl/
https://www.waalgaard.nl/
http://www.lekkerlandgoed.nl/
http://www.lekkerlandgoed.nl/


Internship report 4. Results Mercedes Schroeder 

2 

 

suspcriptions; 6 

ha 

Den Food 

Bosch 

0,75 ha, 2016 Noord-

Brabant  

A lot of change regarding the resposible 

persons happened in the last time, so the 

focus changed, too from food production in 

the beginning over education and now not 

clear to me at the moment in process 

https://denfoodbosc

h.org/en/;  

Design with high economic vision but management not after the 

pioneers/intiators left; a lot of persons changed in the project during 

the last years and now they restart their project with a higher focus 

on education and building an resilient ecosystem 

Fodasilva 2019 -> First 

Hedge; 2020 -> 

One Part; 2021 

-> The rest; 3 

ha 

Noord-

Brabant 

Transforming the land of their parents to a 

food forest, Professionalising the systems, 

Food Production and later also education 

and experience 

https://www.fodasilv

a.com/project/voed

selbos-tmortelke/ 

Promissing economic vision 

Schevichoven Nov 2020 .> 

First 2 ha 

April 2022-> 4 

ha  

 6 ha  

Utrecht Regenerative Farm https://www.sche

vichoven.nl/  

Regenerative Farm with rational food forest design (three layers); 

very promising to be pilot for upscaling the concept.  

 

https://www.fodasilva.com/project/voedselbos-tmortelke/
https://www.fodasilva.com/project/voedselbos-tmortelke/
https://www.fodasilva.com/project/voedselbos-tmortelke/
https://www.schevichoven.nl/
https://www.schevichoven.nl/

